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ABSTRAK

Projek ini membincangkan pembinaan permainan platform Smell Phishy : 2D.

Permainan ini adalah untuk kesedaran phishing data dan ia boleh dimainkan pada komputer

atau komputer riba, dengan papan kekinci dan tetikus. Masalah projek adalah, terdapat

pelbagai kaedah untuk mengajar kesedaran phishing tidak cekap. Jadi, permainan platform

2D boleh menjadi satu cara yang menarik dan ia membenarkan pemain melibatkan diri

mereka di dalam permainan tersebut. Kelebihan pemainan platform 2D tersebut adalah

pemainan platform 2D mempunyai interaksi dengan pemain. Ini membenarkan pemain

memahami kepentingan kesedaran phishing dengan mudah dan seronok. Objektif projek ini

adalah untuk mengkaji teknologi yang digunakan semasa pelaksanaan permainan platform

2D, untuk membangunkan permainan platform 2D untuk kesedaran phishing, dan untuk

menilai fungsi permainan platform 2D yang dibinakan untuk kesedaran phishing. Metodologi

yang dipilih ialah Pembinaan Aplikasi Rapid. Permainan ini dibina dengan menggunakan

Kod Unity dan Visual Studio. Terdapat 20 respons terhadap UAT(User Acceptance Test) dan

kebanyakan mereka menganggap permainan ini bagus tetapi masih perlu diperbaiki.
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ABSTRACT

This project is discussing development of the Smell Phishy : 2d platform game for

phishing awareness which can be played using a computer or laptop with keyboard and

mouse. The problem statement of the project is that many methods to teach phishing

awareness are inefficient. So, the 2D platform game can become an interesting way and can

let players involve themselves inside the game. The 2D platform game can bring advantages

which can have an interaction with the player. This can let players understand the importance

of phishing awareness with fun and ease. The objective of this project is to study the

technology behind the implementation of a 2D platform game, to design and develop a 2D

platform game for phishing awareness, and to evaluate the functionality of the developed 2D

platform game for the phishing awareness. The methodology selected is Rapid Application

Development. The game was developed by using Unity and Visual Studio Code. There are 20

responses to the User Acceptance Test and most of them think the game is good but still need

to improve.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In this digital world, there are many phishing attacks happening in this world. This is

because the hackers will try to gain access to any account by trying to let the people click in

the link to install malware into the computer. After the malware is installed, they are able to

access the device and gain the information they want. There are also many types of the

phishing attack such as email phishing ,vishing(voice phishing), Spear phishing and Smishing

(SMS phishing). There are many conventional methods to spread the phishing awareness

such as having a talk, some interactive video or powerpoint and quizzes. However, spreading

the phishing awareness by using a 2D platform game will be more interesting and players can

learn and remember the phishing awareness in a fun way.

2D platform games are a video game genre. It is a game that needs the player to move

the character to the destination and move the character to avoid the obstacles. Players also

can use the character to fight or shoot the enemy to get the rewards or reach their goal to

complete the level. 2D platform games originated in the early 1980s. There is a new arcade

game created by Nintendo and named it ``Donkey Kong”. It was released in July 1981 and it

was the first game to allow players to jump to avoid obstacles. and it became the first popular

game being 1982’s Pitfall Years. The 2D platform game DavidCrane’s Pitfall became one of

the best-selling games. Donkey Kong was ported to numerous comforts and computers at the

same time and system-selling-pack-in for ColecoVision (second generation home video game

console) (Jmelicantafe, James Melican, 2017). The game “Donkey Kong Jr” and “ Mario

Bros” are the first 2D platform game with two-player cooperative play. (Jmelicantafe, James

Melican, 2017).

2D platform games have been applied in the education field to create an

interesting,unique and attractive education learning for the people. 2D platform games can

become one of the methods for teaching and learning. 2D platform games can be used as a

tool to improve the learning experience of learners and also learn some skills such as

following the rules of the game, interaction, creativity, teamwork and so on. This can make
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the learner participants inside the game and learn easily compared to the traditional teaching

methods. Bringing 2D platform games in teaching can let learners learn and understand the

things easily with fun.

Phishing awareness is very important to prevent phishing attacks from happening in

this digital world. This is because they can get the important information by accessing the

computer after the victim clicks on the link and install the malware in the victim’s computer.

For example, they can get the password and number of bank accounts to transfer money to

their account. This will cause the money to be gone and important information leaked.

So,the proposal of the 2D game “ Smell Phishy” is to let the user gain knowledge on

phishing awareness and alert on the phishing attack. There are many levels and the difficulty

of the game will increase level by level. In the game, the player will need to control the

character to avoid colliding with the obstacle or enemy and answer some questions about the

phishing awareness. By answering the question, players can understand phishing awareness

and remember the need to be alert on the spam email, SMS, and unknown telephone call. The

reason for using games to teach players about phishing awareness is that most people love to

play some interesting and fun games to relax themselves compared to learning from studying.

So, games are a way to teach people about phishing awareness from fun and they will more

easily remember and understand the knowledge compared to studying.
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENTS

Nowadays, a smartphone has become an essential thing for everyone and a computer

or a laptop also became an important item for the student to study. All of it has brought many

advantages for the people in this digital world. For example, people can contact each other by

using a smartphone or computer and transfer the money by scanning the Qr code or having

the bank account of the receiver. This makes the life of people easier and convenient

compared to the old generation. However, there also have many disadvantages such as the

phishing attack will happen. In this digital generation, a game will be more effective to teach

people about the importance of phishing awareness.

There are many existing ways to learn about phishing awareness and joining a talk is

one of the ways to learn about phishing attacks. An expert speaker can speak out about their

experience and important notes they learn in their life. This is a way to share profound

knowledge on phishing awareness to the people. However, still many people do not alert the

importance of phishing awareness and this causes them not interested in joining the talk.

They also have phishing simulation training that is carried out by the experienced teacher to

teach the people how to use the best way to solve the phishing attack. However, the people

also lack the knowledge about the importance of the phishing attack and they lack interest in

the training if they need to pay for it.

There are also interactive video and powerpoint presentations about phishing

awareness. This was making the teaching method more interesting compared to the

traditional teaching method. People will watch the video to gain knowledge. However, it is

not really effective compared to using a game. People will not remember or understand the

video easily and need to repeat to watch the video until they understand the video.

There are also many quizzes about phishing awareness. The people can learn the

importance of phishing awareness by answering the quizzes. However, the people were not

aware of the importance of the phishing awareness and not interested in answering the

quizzes even though the quizzes are free for the people to answer.

Therefore, there needs to be a method to solve the problem to let the people

understand the importance of the phishing awareness and remember the phishing awareness
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in an easy way with fun. An educational game can provide effective teaching because it is

attractive and motivated. So, this project decided to develop a 2D platform game to raise the

phishing awareness of the people.
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1.3 OBJECTIVE

There are three objectives in this project, which are:

- To study the existing 2D platform game and game about phishing awareness.

- To design and develop a 2D platform game for phishing awareness.

- To evaluate the functionality of the developed 2D platform game for the phishing

awareness.

1.4 SCOPE

The scopes of “Smell Phishy” 2D platform game are as follows:

User Scope:

I. This game is available for players above 18 years old and have knowledge about

phishing awareness.

System Scope:

I. This game is a 2D platform game.

II. This game is available for pc and it is an offline game. .

III. This game only supports single player mode.

IV. The player needs to control the character by using the keyboard and mouse.

V. The player can control the character to collect the coins in the game.

VI. The player can control the character to avoid the obstacles and enemy by pressing the

jump button to let the character jump and jump on top of the enemy to kill them.

VII. There are some questions about phishing awareness pop out in the game and money

will be lost when players answer it incorrectly.

VIII. The player needs to complete the level by reaching the objective in the level of the

game.

IX. There are 6 levels in the game.

Development Scope:

I. This game is using Unity Software to develop it.

II. This game contains multimedia elements such as 2D animation, text, music, sound

and graphics.
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1.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF PROJECT

I. People

The people can have a process of learning in an interactive way and gain the phishing

awareness easily compared to the transitional teaching. They can learn about phishing

awareness in an interesting way and help them to avoid phishing attacks.

1.6 REPORT ORGANIZATION

This report contains five chapters. Chapter 1 is about the overview of the project

including introduction, problem statements, objective, scope, significance of project.

Chapter 2 is literature review on 3 existing 2D platform games that were available in

the market. These 3 existing 2D platform games and 3 existing cybersecurity awareness

games will be used to do comparison with the proposed application. The comparison

between the proposed application and 3 existing games and 3 existing cybersecurity

awareness games based on the platform that supports the game, the features of the game,

weaknesses of the game, advantages and disadvantages of the game and the way to teach

cybersecurity awareness and the way to perform in the game. .

Chapter 3 is methodology and it is used to develop the application. This chapter

discusses the design and interface of the game. This chapter also discusses the hardware and

software specification of the game and the flow of the game.

Chapter 4 explains the development process and implementation of the project. All

the output and the result of the project were discussed in this chapter. Software development,

testing, data collection and the result of the project also were explained in this chapter.

Chapter 5 is about the conclusion of the project and summarizes the result of the

project. The limitation and the further works also were discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2 is about the review on the existing game applications for this project. In this

project, the three existing 2D platform games and three existing cybersecurity awareness

games were explained and compared. Advantages and disadvantages of the three existing 2D

platform games and three cybersecurity awareness games also were discussed in this chapter.

The comparison of the existing games are used to ensure this project will be developed in a

better version.

2.2 PHISHING ATTACK AWARENESS

There are many different types of phishing attacks such as vishing(Voice phishing),

email phishing, and smishing( SMS phishing ). Vishing is attacked by using voice call, email

phishing is really common and it uses spam email to attack the victim, and Smishing is

attacked by sending SMS to the receiver. The phishing attack will happen because the people

have a lack of phishing awareness. There are also many existing ways to teach phishing

awareness such as interaction video, powerpoint, phishing simulation training, a talk and so

on. However, all of them are not really effective and cause an increase in the case of phishing

attacks. After playing some awareness games, the awareness game inspired me to make a 2D

platform game to spread phishing awareness. This method can let players play, learn and test

their phishing awareness knowledge in a fun and interesting way.
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2.3 REVIEW OF EXISTING SYSTEMS

There are three existing games in 2D platform that will be reviewed which are Mega

Man X, Super Mario Bros, and Metal Slug. There are three existing games in cybersecurity

awareness that also will be reviewed which are Anti-Phishing Phil, Keep Tradition Secure,

and Targeted Attack: The Game. This existing game application will be a research and help to

develop this project.

2.3.1 Application 1 - Mega Man X

Figure 2.1 shows the cover of a 2D platform game named “Mega Man X”. Mega Man

X is a 2D platform game and it is a run-and -gun gameplay known as Rockman X.

Figure 2.1 : 2D platform game name “Mega man X”

It is the first game of the Mega Man X series and was released from 1993-1995. This

game is available on PC. It was developed and published by Capcom. In the game, players

need to kill the enemy to increase and jump to avoid the obstacles. If the life of the character

becomes 0, players need to restart the level. Players also will go to many different game

environments to save the world by fighting with the enemy and boss of every level.
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Mega Man X is a 2D platform game and Figure 2.2 shows the game controls of Mega

Man X are simple to let the player understand. There are some basic movements by

pressing the basic movement to move left, right, backward and forward. The character also

can shoot the enemy by pressing the “F” button. Players also can change the game control to

make them have a better game experience.

Figure 2.2 : Game controls of the Mega Man X

Figure 2.3 shows the player character shooting the enemy. The player character needs

to kill the enemy by shooting to pass through the level. There are also many types of enemy

in each level and the enemy can fly, walk or roll.

Figure 2.3 : Player character shooting the enemy
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Figure 2.4 shows the player character is wall slide animation when the player

character jumps near the wall. The player character will fall slowly and the player character

can jump again to move up.

Figure 2.4 : Wall slide in Mega Man X

The figure 2.5 shows the boss of the level. There are many enemies in the game and

this is one of the bosses in the level. Players need to kill the enemy to pass the level. If the

health bar of the character becomes 0, the player character will play the dead animation and

the player needs to restart the level. Player needs to be alert to avoid colliding with the enemy

and kill them by shooting.

Figure 2.5 : The boss of the level in Mega Man X.
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2.3.2 Application 2 - Super Mario Bros

The figure 2.6 is a screenshot of Super Mario Bros and the instruction to teach the

player how to control the player character when the game started. Super Mario Bros is a

platform game developed and published by Nintendo. It was released in 1983 and became the

first game in the Super Mario series. This game is available on PC and Nintendo. The UI of

the game is simple and easy to understand.

Figure 2.6: Screenshots of Super Mario Bros

The game also includes some special bricks marked with questions as shown in Figure 2.7

and 2.8. This will pop out some coins or special items.The figure 2.7 shows the mushroom

pop out when the player character collides with the special bricks. The character of the game

is named Mario and the player needs to control this character to collect the mushroom and let

the character become bigger to get a free life. The figure 2.8 also shows the coin popping out

when the character collides with the special brick. The coin will be a reward and the number

of the coins will increase that show in figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7 : The mushroom pop out after the player character collide with the box

Figure 2.8 : The coin pops out when the player character collides with the box.

Figure 2.9 : The player character kills the enemy by jumping on top of the enemy.

The figure 2.9 shows the player character killing the enemy by jumping on top of the enemy.

Players can jump though the enemy but the score would not increase. So, the benefit of
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killing an enemy can increase the score and the score will be the reward. Players also need to

jump and walk to avoid the obstacles.

Figure 2.10 : Game over UI pops out when the player character becomes 0.

Figure 2.10 shows the game over UI. The game over UI will pop out when the player

character becomes 0. After a few seconds, the player will need to replay the level.
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2.3.3 Application 3 - Metal Slug

The figure 2.11 shows the cover of the 2D platform game named “Metal Slug”. Metal

slug is a 2D platform game and it is a Japanese run-and-gun video game developed by Nazca

Corporation in 1996. This game is available on PC and PlayStation.

Figure 2.11 : 2D platform game name “Metal Slug”

The figure 2.12 shows the start UI of the game. The player can choose the arcade mission to

start the game and combat school for tutorial of combat skill. The art gallery is used to show

the model of the character that is inside the game and the option is used to show the game

control of the game. The UI is simple and clean to let players feel comfortable.
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Figure 2.12 : The UI when the game starts.

Figure 2.13 shows 4 characters and one of them to become a player character and start the

game. The player can choose one of the characters who wants to destroy the governments and

set up a new order and all of the character’s family are dead because the Regular Army was

corrupt as shown in Figure 2.13 .

Figure 2.13 : UI of soldier selection.

Figure 2.14 shows the UI of the game and there is a player character shooting the

enemy, The UI of the game is simple and can let players easily understand. The “2500” that
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show in the figure 2.14 is the score of the game, the arms is the ammo of gun, bomb is the

number of bomb, the “57” show in the figure 2.14 is the time left of the game and the “1UP”

is the power of the weapon. The number of “1UP” will increase as shown in the figure 2.15.

Figure 2.14 : UI of the game and the character shooting the enemy.

Figure 2.15: Player character gets a powerful weapon.

Figure 2.16 shows the player character saving the victim and getting a reward from

the victim to increase the score. On the way to the game, players also can save the victim in

the game to receive some rewards to increase the score or get a powerful weapon.
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Figure 2.16 : Player character saves the victim and gets a reward.

Figure 2.17 shows the game over UI. The player can press any button to continue the

game or wait for the countdown to become 0 and the player needs to restart the level of the

game.

Figure 2.17 : Game over UI
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2.3.4 Application - Anti-Phishing Phil

The figure 2.18 shows the cover of the 2D game about phishing awareness named

“Anti-Phishing Phil”. Anti-Phishing Phil is a 2D phishing awareness game and it is an easy

game for employees and customers on how to spot phishing attacks.

Figure 2.18 : Cover of Anti-Phishing Phil

The figure 2.19 shows the instruction of the game to let players understand the rules

of the game before starting the game. The player character is a fish named “Phil”. The player

can control the player character by using the mouse. There are also some worms as food for

the player character. However, players need to alert the worms because some of it will be a

trap. So, players need to differentiate the URL that shows after the player character near to

the worms. The player can press “E” to eat the worm or “R” to reject the worm or “T” to

teach the father fish to differentiate if the URL is legitimate or fake. There also will be some

enemies swimming in the bay and players to avoid them to prevent losing life.
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Figure 2.19: the instruction of the game.

The figure 2.20 shows the URL after the player character which is the fish “Phil”

collides with the worms. The player needs to differentiate whether the URL is a legitimate or

fake URL to earn the score and win the game.

Figure 2.20: UI of the game and the fish is the player character

The figure 2.21 shows the player character gets the correct worm with the legitimate

URL. When the player gets the legitimate URL, the score of the player will increase and the

game also will show a word “Yummy” to let the player know the answer is correct.
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Figure 2.21: The player character gets the correct worm.

The figure 2.22 shows the player character get the wrong answer and lose the life of

the player character. After that, the father fish will teach the player why it is the fake URL.

The UI of the game also deduct the life of the player character.

Figure 2.22: The player character gets the wrong worm and the answer.

The figure 2.23 shows the page that explains the reason for the legitimate URL and

fake URl after one round. This can help players understand and know how to avoid the

phishing attack by getting knowledge about the legitimate and fake URl.
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Figure 2.23: The page explains the URL after round 1.

The figure 2.24 shows the tutorial page before the next round. This can let players

gain some knowledge about phishing awareness and become alert on the URL.

Figure 2.24: The tutorial before next round.
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2.3.5 Application 5 - Keep Tradition Secure

The figure 2.25 shows the cover of the game named “Keep Tradition Secure”. The

game is about a hacker named “Bad Bull” who is threatening Texas A&M’s campus

traditions and tracking this threat monger down needs to answer a series of cybersecurity

questions.

Figure 2.25: the cover of the keep tradition secure

The figure 2.26 shows the question about cybersecurity and players need to answer

the question correctly. Players need to answer the question correctly based on the knowledge

that they learned before.

Figure 2.26: the question about cybersecurity.

The figure 2.27 shows the explanation page after the player answers the question

correctly. The character in the game will show the congratulatory pose and explain the reason

for the answer.
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Figure 2.27: Page shows after answering the question correctly.

The figure 2.28 shows the gotcha page after the player answers the question wrongly.

This figure shows that the computer has installed the malware and the computer has been

hacked and the important information of the computer will be lost.

Figure 2.28 : Gotcha page after answering the question wrongly.
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2.3.6 Application 6 - Targeted Attack: The Game

“Targeted attack: the game” is a game about the company to be always alert and keep

aware of the environment. So, the boss can protect the information of the company. The

figure 2.29 shows the opening video of the game to let players understand the storyline of the

game before the game starts. The bottom left corner shows the subtitles. It can let the player

understand the video by showing the subtitles and the player also can skip sections.

Figure 2.29: Opening video of the game

The figure 2.30 shows the selection page of the game after the video. The

player can select the choice to decide to protect sensitive company information in

light of potential security issues. The decisions that are made by the player are

important because the decision can protect the important information of the company.

Figure 2.30: Selection page after the opening video
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The figure 2.31 shows the decision page to make a decision to be prepared

from the phishing attack. The top left corner shows the red coins used to choose to

install the anti-virus application or the effective way to be used. The more effective

way or the higher quality of the application install, more red coins will be used.

Figure 2.31: the decision page
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2.4 COMPARISON OF EXISTING SYSTEMS

2.4.1 Comparison of existing systems

2.4.1.1 Comparison of  existing 2D platform games

The specifications of the three existing 2D platform games are depicted in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Comparison of existing 2D platform games

Specification/

Features

Related work / existing systems

Mega Man X Super Mario Bros Metal Slug

Platform PC PC , Nintendo PC, PlayStation

Graphical User

Interface (GUI)

The interface is

simple and well

organised. However,

the UI of the game

does not show the

score of the

character.

The interface is

simple and well

organised.

The interface is

simple and well

organised.

Operating System

(OS)

Windows, Android,

IOS

Windows, Android,

IOS

Windows, Android,

IOS

Game Genre Platform Platform Platform

Type of Connection Offline Offline Offline

Game Type 2D 2D 2D

Control Controller /

Keyboard

Controller /

Keyboard

Controller /

Keyboard

Game Engine Mega Engine Unreal Engine 4 Unity

Total Player Single Single Single/ Multiple

Price RM45.00 $4.99

RM 21.06

RM19.00
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2.4.1.2 Comparison of existing cybersecurity awareness game

The specifications of the three existing cybersecurity awareness games are depicted in Table

2.2.

Table 2.2: Comparison of existing cybersecurity awareness games

Specification/

Features

Related work / existing systems

Anti-Phishing Phil Keep Tradition

Secure

Targeted Attack:

The Game

Platform PC PC PC

Game Genre 2D game Question answering

game.

Making a decision

game.

Control Keyboard/ Mouse Mouse Mouse

The way to teach

cybersecurity

awareness

The player will need

to control Phil to get

the correct worm

with the legitimate

URL to prevent a

phishing attack.

The player needs to

answer the question

about cybersecurity

awareness in the

game correctly to

chase the hacker

“Bad Bull”.

The player needs  to

help the player

character to make

the decision to

protect the important

information of the

company.

Total player Single Single Single
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2.4.2 Advantages and disadvantages of existing systems

2.4.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of  existing 2D platform games

All the related works have their advantages and disadvantages as depicted in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Advantages and Disadvantages of  existing 2D platform games.

Related Works Advantages Disadvantages

Mega Man X Classic design and interface

Beautiful graphics and

different environments

Monotonous gameplay

UI do not show the score of

the player character.

Lack of game tutorial.

Expensive on steam.

Super Mario Bros Classic design and interface

Cheap pricing

Monotonous gameplay

No storyline

Metal Slug Classic design and interface

Cheap pricing

Beautiful graphics and

different environments

Interesting gameplay

Can play with other player

The UI of the game did not

show the number of lives of

characters.

The player will lose the

powerful weapon easily after

colliding with the enemy one

time. This makes the game

more difficult.
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2.4.2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of  existing 2D platform games

All the related works have their advantages and disadvantages as depicted in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Advantages and disadvantages of  existing cybersecurity awareness

games.

Related Works Advantages Disadvantages

Anti-Phishing Phil Have tutorials and teach the

knowledge about the way to

spot the fake URL.

Hint given when the player

presses the “T” button.

Have an explanation after

choosing the worm with the

URL.

Interesting gameplay

No storyline

Keep Tradition Secure Have answers and

explanations after the player

answers the question.

Monotonous gameplay

Targeted Attack: The Game Have a video to show the

storyline to let the player

understand and make the

decision for the player

character.

Monotonous gameplay

No explanation after the

decision was made.
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2.5 SUMMARY OF REVIEW EXISTING SYSTEMS

Table 2.1 shows the comparison of the three existing games which are Mega Man X,

Super Mario Bros and Metal Slug. Table 2.2 shows the comparison of existing phishing

games which are Anti-Phishing Phil, Keep Tradition Secure, and Targeted Attack: The Game.

Table 2.3 also shows advantages and disadvantages of the existing games and table 2.4 shows

the advantages and disadvantages of the existing cybersecurity awareness games.

A clean, simple and beautiful graphical User Interface ( GUI ) is very important for a

game to attract the players and make the player easily understand. The graphical user

interface (GUI) of the existing games are simple and well organised to let players understand

it easily based on their previous game experience. The proposed 2D platform game of the

project “Smell Phishy” will make a simple, clean, interesting and user friendly graphical user

interface (GUI) to make the players easily understand and attract the players. The game genre

of three existing games are 2D platform games and the proposed project will be a 2D

platform game. All of the existing games can be played offline and the proposed game also

will be an offline game. The three existing games are controlled with a keyboard or controller

and the proposed game also will be played by using a keyboard and mouse. The game engine

that was used by Mega Man X was Mega Engine, super mario bros was Unreal Engine 4 and

Metal Slug was using Unity. The proposed 2D platform game also will use the Unity game

engine to develop the game.

The way to teach phishing awareness is also very important and the way to implement

it into the 2D platform game. So, table 2.2 shows the comparison of the three existing

cybersecurity awareness games and this table is used to investigate the way to teach the

phishing awareness in the game. The way to teach in the Anti-Phishing Phil is the player

needs to control the player character to get the correct worm with the legitimate URL. The

father of the player character will give some tutorial, explanation, and hint to let the player

understand the way to spot the phishing attack. Keep Tradition Secure and Targeted Attack:

The Game also are games to teach phishing awareness but the way to teach is different with

Anti-Phishing Phil. The way to teach the phishing awareness in Keep Tradition Secure is a

question answering game and explanation will come out after the player answer the question

and the player need to make the decision for the player character in the Targeted Attack: The

Game after watch the video to understand the story in Targeted Attack: The Game. The way
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to teach phishing awareness in the proposed game will be like Anti-Phishing Phil and Keep

Tradition Secure, the proposed game will let the player identify the URL and some questions

about the way to prevent phishing attacks in the way of question answering.

Table 2.3 and 2.4 shows some advantages and disadvantages for each of the existing

2D platform games and cybersecurity awareness games. The graphics and environment of

Mega Man X and Metal Slug are beautiful and interesting compared to Super Mario Bros.

The proposed game will use different types of environments to make the game more

interesting. The proposed game will insert some interesting gameplay such as the player

character colliding something on the way to answer the question to increase the coin. The

advantages of the Anti-Phishing Phil and Keep Tradition Secure are the explanation and the

answer given to let the player understand. The proposed game will ask the player some

questions about cybersecurity awareness and the explanation will be given after the player

chooses the answer. The disadvantages of the game is monotonous gameplay and it is a

common disadvantage of Mega Man X, Super Mario Bros, Keep Tradition Secure, and

Targeted Attack: The Game. This will cause the game to become boring. So, the proposed

game needs to have an interesting gameplay such as wall slide. Mega Man X , Metal Slug,

Keep Tradition Secure, and Targeted Attack: The Game also do not provide tutorials to

practice the game control. So, the proposed game will have a tutorial level to let the player

familiarize themselves with the game.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This section is used to discuss the methodology for this project. The methodology

selected for this project shown in figure 3.0 is Rapid application development (RAD). This is

because rapid application development is flexible and adaptable during the development

process. This project can be adjusted quickly when facing some problem in the development

process. After that, rapid application development also does iterations quickly to reduce the

time to develop and speed up the delivery.

Figure 3.0: The phases of RAD

The process of the game development was developed based on the figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The process of the RAD is used for game development.

3.2 Phase 1 - Analysis and Quick Design

This is the first phase of the Rapid application development (RAD) and it is important

before starting to develop the proposed game. For the analysis and quick design, there will be
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some things to do such as find the requirements of the proposed game, storyboard, context

diagram and so on.

3.2.1 Analysis of Existing Games

As a developer, analysis of existing is also important. This is because analysis of the

existing game can provide some interesting ideas or game mechanisms to make the game

more interesting and provide a help in how to let the player understand the importance of

phishing awareness. For example, the wall slide animation shown in Figure 2.4 in section

2.3.1 “Mega Man X” is one of the interesting game mechanisms and can be used in the

proposed game to make the game more interesting. (have discuss in chapter 2)

3.2.2 Project Requirement

As a developer, identifying the requirements and carrying out some of the research to

develop the 2D platform game about phishing awareness is needed and important. The

requirement of the proposed game is to design a clean and simple graphical user interface (

GUI ) to let the player understand easily. The graphical user interface ( GUI ) of the proposed

game needs to include important information such as score, health bar, and number of coins.

The second requirement of the proposed game is the game will be a 2D platform game. The

third requirement of the game is there will be a tutorial level to let the player understand and

familiar the game rules and the game control. The fourth requirement of the proposed game is

there will be some UI pop out about the question of phishing awareness and players need to

based on the knowledge learned about the phishing awareness to answer the question

correctly. This can increase the knowledge about phishing awareness of the player by

answering the question in the game of each level. The fifth requirement of the proposed game

is to make the gameplay of the game more interesting such as including the wall slide into the

proposed game.
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3.2.3 Functional and Non-Functional Requirement

Table 3.0 The functional and non-functional requirements

Functional Requirements Non-Functional Requirements

● There are more than 5 game levels. ● User interface should be clean,

beautiful and simple to let players

understand it easily.

● The life of the character will

decrease when colliding with the

enemy.

● The game does not need the player

to key in the personal information

and store it.

● The game will be controlled by

using keyboard and mouse.

● The reaction and the speed of the

character need to be fast enough

after the player presses on the

button. For example, players need to

move forward fast enough within 3

seconds after the player pressed the

W button.

● The game can use the basic button to

control the character which is using

W,A,S and D buttons to move and

jump.

● The music of the game needs to
match the environment of the level.

● The player should answer the

question about phishing awareness.

● The question of the game needs to be

asked about phishing awareness.

● The player needs to collect the coin

to install some extension or

application.
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3.2.4 Constraints and Limitations

Table 3.1 Constraints and Limitations

Contraints Limitations

● When the character collides with the

enemy, the life of character will be

deducted.

● When the character gets attacked by

the phishing attack because they

answer the question incorrectly, the

money will be deducted.

● The platform is limited because it is

only available on PC.

● Only enough money can go to the

next level.
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3.2.5 Context Diagram

In this section, the game design and the flow of the game are discussed.

Figure 3.2 : Context Diagram of Smell Phishy, 2D platform game

The figure 3.2 shown context diagram of the proposed game and the context diagram

shown 3 major components which are player and the game “Smell Phishy” . Player can

interact with the proposed game “Smell Phishy” by using mouse and keyboard. The player

can go to the main menu of the game and choose a level, start the game by pressing start

game or quit the game. After the player starts the game, the player can press “ESC” to go to

the pause menu and the player also can choose to go back to the main menu, restart the level

or quit the game. The player can press “W”, “S”, “A”, and “D” to move the character. In the

game, there will be some questions about phishing awareness that will pop out to let the

player answer and the player can use the mouse to answer the question.

After that, the “Smell Phishy” will show the health bar ot the character to let the

player know the health left of the player character and the number of the coin collected also

will shown in the game UI. The main menu will be shown when the player starts to have an

interaction with the game by choosing the level, quit the game and start the game. The game

also shows the question after the character collides with some of the NPC and the player

needs to answer the question to understand the phishing awareness. Pause menu will pop out

after the player presses the “ESC” button and there also some NPC will pop out some tips for

the questions that will pop out in the game.
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3.2.6 Use Case Diagram

Figure 3.3 : Use Case Diagram of “Smell Phishy”

The figure 3.3 shown the use case diagram of the “Smell Phishy”. In this figure, there

is only one player since the game is single player. Players can have some interaction with the

game which are start game, quit game, restart game, next level, choose level, pause game,

move character, collect coin, answer question, and interact with checkpoint to pass to next

level.
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3.2.7 Activity Diagram

Figure 3.4 : Activity diagram of “Smell Phishy”
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In figure 3.4, the main menu will pop out when the game starts. The main menu of the

game will show the start game, choose level, and quit game. If the chosen level has been

chosen, the game will jump to the level that is selected and start the game. If the start game

has been chosen, the game will straight away start from level 1. If the quit game was selected,

the game will be exited. After starting the game, the player can move the player character by

using the keyboard.

There will be some enemies, coins and some NPCs in the game. If the player

character collides with the coin, the coin number that shows in the UI will increase, the coin

also will remain unchanged if the player character does not collide with the coin. If the player

character collides with the NPC, the NPC will pop out some questions and the player needs to

answer it. If the player answers it correctly, the coin will be increased and the coin will be

deducted if they answer it incorrectly. There also will be some enemies in the game and

player characters need to kill them by jumping or avoid them to prevent the health bar of the

character becoming 0. If the player character health bar becomes 0, players need to restart the

level of the game.

The pause menu also will pop out if the player presses “ESC” and there are

“Resume”, “Main Menu”, and “Quit” to let the player choose on it. If player choose main

menu, the game will bring player to main menu of the game, resume will continue the game

that the player pause and exit the game if press quit button.

After the player reaches the checkpoint, the player character can pass to the next level

if the coin collected is enough. However, the player will need to restart the level if the player

did not get enough coins. If the level is the last level, the game has been completed and the

game will continue if the level of the game has not finished.
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3.2.8 Game Design

3.2.8.1 Game Mechanics

Players need to control the player character to the checkpoint with enough coins

collected and pass to the next level. However, there are many enemies that will deduce the

health bar of the player character and the player needs to prevent the health bar of the player

character from becoming 0. Player also needs to answer the question about phishing

awareness and get coins as rewards, the coin also will be deducted if the player answers

incorrectly. Players also need to collide with the coins to get enough coins to pass the level.

3.2.8.2 Player Control

The player can use the keyboard to move the player character around in the game. The

player can press “W” to move up, “S” to move down, “A” to move left and “D” to move

right. The player also can use a mouse to select the answer.

3.2.8.3 Game Character

a. Main Character

The figure 3.5 shows the main character of the game and name “Firefox”. Players

need to control the Firefox to move by pressing the “W”,”A”,”S”, and “D” button. Players

also need to move the main character to avoid colliding with the enemy to prevent the health

bar from becoming 0.

Figure 3.5 : Main Character of the game
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b. Non Player Character (NPC)

The figure 3.6 shows the Non Player Character (NPC) in the game and the NPC will

give some tips to help players to answer the question about phishing awareness.

Figure 3.6 : Non Player Character (NPC)

c. Enemy

The figure 3.7 shows the enemy that will be in the game. The pirate will be a

scammer that will let the player character lose their life if the player collides with the enemy.

The slime will be a virus or malware of the game and players also need to avoid colliding

with them.

Figure 3.7 : Enemy

3.2.9 Level Design

Smell Phishy has many different levels and each level has a different question of

phishing awareness to let the player answer. The location of the enemy also will be different.
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3.2.10 Reward and Punishment

a. Reward

The reward of the game is the coin. Players need to collect the coins to reach the

requirement and pass the level. Answering the question correctly in the game also can

get some coins.

b. Punishment

The player loses the game when the health bar of the player character becomes 0 and

the player needs to restart the game level.

3.2.11 Challenges and Objectives

1. The main objective is that players need to get enough coins to fulfill the requirement

and collide with the checkpoint to pass the level.

2. The optional objective of the game is the player can collect all the coins of the game

level.

3. The challenge of the game is that players need to avoid or kill the enemy and answer

the question correctly to maintain the number of the coins collected that fulfill the

requirement of the game.
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3.2.12 Storyboard

The following section shows the storyboard for Smell Phishy.

Table 3.2 : Storyboard of main menu

SCENE: MAIN MENU STORYBOARD 1

ELEMENTS:

Buttons :

Start, Level, Credits, and Quit

Audio:

Background music

Sound Effects:

Button click sound

SCENE DESCRIPTION

The main menu of the game. The title of the game “Smell Phishy” is in the middle of the

scene and the scene contain 4 buttons which are “Start”, “Level”, “Credits”, and “Quit”.

The Start button can start the game, the level button can let plate choose the game level,

credits show some information about the game and quit button will exit the game

application.
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INTERACTION ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

- When the player clicks on the figure 3.8

which is a Start Button, the main menu

will be disabled and the tutorial level of

the game will pop out.

- The button click SFX will be triggered

upon pressing the button.

- When the player clicks Credits Button,

the main menu will disabled and the

Credits page will pop out.

- The button click SFX will be triggered

upon pressing the button.

- When the player clicks the Level Button,

the main menu will disabled and the

Level page will pop out.

- The button click SFX will be triggered

upon pressing the button.

- When the player clicks Quit Button, the

main menu will disabled and the game

will be exited.

- The button click SFX will be triggered

upon pressing the button.
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Table 3.3 : Storyboard of Game UI

SCENE : GAME UI STORYBOARD 2

ELEMENTS:

Audio:

Background music

Sounds Effects:

Jump sound effect, dead sound

effect

SCENE DESCRIPTION

The Game UI of the game, the player can have a look at the health bar of the player

character and the coin collected in the game.

INTERACTION ACTIVITY

When the player character

collides with an enemy, the

health bar will be deduced and

the player will need to restart

the game level when the health

bar of the player character

becomes 0.

When the player character

collides with the coin, the

number of the coin will be

increased.
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Table 3.4 : Storyboard of Credits UI

SCENE : CREDITS UI STORYBOARD 3

ELEMENTS :

Button :

Back

Audio :

Background music

Sound Effects :

Button click sound

DESCRIPTION

Some information from the developer and a back button can bring the player back to the

main menu.

INTERACTION ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

When the player clicks on the

Back button, the Credits UI will

disable and the Main Menu will

pop out.
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Table 3.5 : Storyboard of Level UI

SCENE : LEVEL UI STORYBOARD 4

ELEMENTS :

Buttons :

Tutorial, Level 2, Level 3,

Level 4, Level 5, Level 6,

Level 7, Level 8, Level 9,

Level 10, and Back.

DESCRIPTION

Level page UI in the game and there are many buttons to let players choose the level they

want to play. The tutorial will be the first level of the game.

INTERACTION ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

When the player clicks on the

Level 2 button, the level UI

disables and goes to the level 1

of the game.

When the player clicks on the

Back button, the Credits UI

will disable and the Main Menu

will pop out.
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Table 3.6 : Storyboard of Game Complete UI

SCENE : GAME COMPLETE UI STORYBOARD 5

ELEMENTS :

Buttons :

Next Level, Main Menu, Quit

DESCRIPTION

A UI of the game complete panel will pop out after the player completes all of the level of
the game.

INTERACTION ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

When the player clicks on the

Next level button s, the Game

Complete UI disables and goes

to the next level of the game.

When the player clicks on the

Main Menu button, the Game

Complete UI disables and goes

to the main menu of the game.

When the player clicks on the

Quit button, the Game

Complete UI disables and exit

the game.
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Table 3.7 : Storyboard of Pause menu UI

SCENE : PAUSE MENU UI STORYBOARD 6

ELEMENTS :

Buttons :

Resume, Main menu, Quit

DESCRIPTION

The pause menu UI will pop out when the player presses “ESC” in the game.

INTEARCTION ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

When the player presses on

the resume button, the game

will continue where the

player pauses.

When the player presses on

the main menu button, the

game will bring the player to

the main menu of the game.

When the player presses on

the quit button, the game will

exit.
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Table 3.8 : Storyboard of health bar of player character

SCENE : HEALTH BAR OF PLAYER CHARACTER STORYBOARD 7

ASSETS REQUIRED:

Audio :

Chill, relax and attractive
music

Sound :

hurt sound effects

DESCRIPTION

Health bar of the player character will be deduced when the player character collides with

the enemy.

Table 3.9 : Storyboard of ladder

SCENE : LADDER STORYBOARD 8

ASSETS REQUIRED:

Audio :

Chill, relax and attractive
music

Animation :

Climb

DESCRIPTION

Player character can climb on the ladder by pressing the “W” button.
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Table 3.10 : Storyboard of player character with the coin

SCENE : PLAYER CHARACTER WITH COIN STORYBOARD 9

ASSETS REQUIRED:

Audio :

Chill, relax and attractive
music

Sounds :

Coin collect sound effect

Animation :

coin rotate animation

DESCRIPTION

The coin will disappear and the coin sound will trigger when the player character collides

with the coin.

Table 3.11 : Storyboard of question about phishing

SCENE : QUESTION ABOUT PHISHING STORYBOARD 11

ASSETS
REQUIRED:

Audio :

Chill, relax and
attractive music

Button:

Phishing and
Legitimate button

DESCRIPTION

The question will pop out when a player collides with some things or NPC.
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3.3 Phase 2 - Prototype Cycles

Prototype cycles is the second phase of Rapid Application development. In this phase, there

are three steps and three of these steps can be loop until the proposed project reaches the

requirement. There are 4 prototype cycles, 2 cycles are used in the development of the

prototype and 2 cycles are used in the full development process of the game.

3.3.1 Build Prototype

This process is important and it is the starting point for building a prototype of the game. The

prototype will contain some basic functions but there are also many bugs in the proposed

game and it was not a complete game. The prototype also will insert all the assets that need to

be used in the proposed game.

3.3.2 Demonstrate

a. Demonstarte prototype

The prototype will be demonstrated to the project supervisor by having a meeting.

After that, the second people who are going to have a look are friends. All of them

will give some feedback after having a try with the prototype built .

b. Gather feedbacks

The feedback is needed for improving the project. After receiving all the feedback

from project supervisor and friends, the proposed game will be carried on to the next

step which is refinement. The feedback can help to improve or fix the bug that was

founded by friends or project supervisor.

3.3.3 Refine

a. Update the requirement of proposed game

The requirement of the proposed game will be update, add or change based on

the feedback that gathers from the phase demonstration.
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b. Fix the bug

The bug of the proposed game also will be fixed after receiving some

feedback from the project supervisor and friends. After fixing all the bugs of

the proposed game, the prototype cycles will be repeated until the proposed

game reaches all the requirements and all the bugs of the game are fixed.

Requirement form

Table 3.12: Requirement form

No Requirement Action

1. Make the User interface of the game, Main Menu,

and Quiz panel more tidy, clean and easy to let

users understand.

1. Put some image as the

decoration on the health

bar, requirement and coin

to make the UI clean and

tidy.

2. Make the User Interface

Main menu, and Quiz

panel more tidy and stick

to the topic.

2. Think new theme for the other environment 1. There are 3 themes

used in the game

application which are

normal, light and neon.

3. Change the environment to stick with the topic

which is Phishing awareness.

1. Change the prototype

background and assets

to stick with the topic.
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Functional acceptance test

Functional acceptance test is used to uncover structural problems, hidden errors, and

problems with specific components. The code of the proposed game needs to be updated or

changed in a refined process after getting feedback from the demonstration process.

Table 3.13: Template of Functional acceptance testing

Test
Case
ID

Test Case Test Data Test step Expected
Result

Actual
Result

Pass
/Fail

Note/

Action

TC 01 Check the

response when

player press on

the movement

button

press “W”,

“S”, “A”, and

“D” button

i) launch

the game

ii) press

the

moveme

nt button

The player
will move
on the
platform

The player

just

moving

left and

right, but

the player

did not flip

when

moving

opposite

direction

Fail I) Check the

PlayerMove

ment script

II) Add “

sprite.flipX =

false;” into

the

PlayerMove

ment script.

3.4 Phase 3 - Testing

Testing process is very important and necessary to make sure the function of the project can

be functioning and this phase will need to carry out a User Acceptance Testing (UAT). This

UAT was carried out where users needed to test all the available features in the game

application and check the functionality of the game and another set of UAT was used to test

the usability and effectiveness of the game application. There will be 20 responses in the

testing section. The UAT Testing form can refer to Appendix 1.
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3.5 Phase 4 - Implementation

The implementation phase is the last phase of the development of the proposed game. The

Smell Phishy was developed by using Unity and the assets were found in the assets store.

3.6 Conclusion

As a conclusion, the methodology that was used to develop the Smell Phishy is Rapid

Application Development (RAD). This methodology is suitable to the development of the

Smell Phishy because Rapid Application Development (RAD) is easy, simple and flexible to

make changes in the half way of the development.

For the first phase of the Smell Phishy, the name of the phase is analysis and quick

design. This phase is important before starting the development of the proposed game. In this

phase, the analysis of existing games is needed and having a look at the existing game can

provide some ideas and some interesting game mechanisms can make the game more

interesting. Analyzing existing games also can provide some weakness and improve the

weakness when developing the proposed game “Smell Phishy ''. After that, the requirement

also needed to develop a proposed game. Requirement of a game is very important because it

is a starting point and an idea to make a game.

The second phase of Smell Phishy is Prototype cycles. In prototype cycles, there have

three things needed to do which are build, demonstrate and refine. In building the prototype

of the game, the prototype needs to follow the requirements that have been set in phase one

which is analysis and quick design. After building the prototype, the prototype will be

demonstrated in the demonstration phase. In this phase, the feedback will be gathered and

used to update the requirements of the proposed game. Refine phase will be carried out after

the demonstration phase and all the bugs or hidden errors will be tried to fix.

For the testing phase, there will be several tests to test the game to find the hidden

error and fix them. This phase will be more detailed compared to the refine phase and there

will be a white box test and black box test to test the proposed game. After that,

Implementation will be carried out and the development of the game was developed by using

unity.

After all the phases, the development of the Smell Phishy was finished and the game

will update to fix the bug that will appear in the future.
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 will discuss the third, fourth and fifth times of the recycles of the prototype

cycles, testing of “Smell Phishy”, and implementation. Unity, Microsoft Visual Studio 2019,

Adobe Photoshop and Kawing are used to develop the game application. Testing is the

process to test the game “Smell Phishy” to make sure the game can function well before the

next process. Implementation is the last process to debug the game and maintenance tasks

before publishing to the public.

4.2 Prototype cycles Process

The prototype cycles have been recycled 2 times in chapter 3 to make a full prototype.

In chapter 4, the prototype cycles also recycle 2 times to make a complete 2D platform game.

In the prototype cycle, there are 3 steps that need to be processed to complete the game. The

table 4.2.1 showed the prototype of the cycles process.

Table 4.2.1: Prototype cycles process

First cycles Second cycles

Build
1. Continue to develop for the light and

neon theme environment.

2. Create new assets for the light theme

and neon theme environment.

3. Design the level and the location of

the traps, enemies, coins and

computers.

4. Develop coding to let all the assets

function well.

5. Create the User Interface to have

1. Complete the development of the game

by completing other levels of the game.
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some interaction with the player.

Demonstrate

1. Show the complete development of

the process about light and neon

theme environments. .

2. Receive feedback from the

supervisor.

Demonstrate

1. Show the complete development of the

process.

2. Receive feedback from the supervisor.

Refine

1. Update the requirements of the

game.

- User interface of main page

and level page not suitable

- Question of the game not

suitable

- Level page cannot function

well.

Fix bug

1. Fix the bug of the level page.

2. Fix the problem of User interface.

3. Redo the question of the game.

Refine

1. Update the requirement of the game

- Some of the assets did not

function well.

Fix bug

1. Find the problem of the code and fix it

by changing the code.

2. Fix the loading problem of the User

interface.

4.2.1 Build

This build process is the first step of the prototype cycle and this step is going to start

to build a complete game. The development tools that were used to build the game, design the

graphic and multimedia contents, develop the scene of the game, and coding that created for

the game was written under the build process.

For the first cycle of the prototype cycle, the build process was used to build up all the

assets and located into the game application to make a full complete game. However, for the

second cycle of the build process, the game was put into the build process again after getting
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some opinion from the supervisor and friends. The second build process was going to insert

some new assets or new environments such as other themes of the game application to the

new environment.

A. Development Tools

There are some of the development tools used to develop this game application and

shown in table 4.2.2.

Table 4.2.2 : Tools used for the development of game application

No Tool Purpose

1 Unity To create the game platform,
game content, character,
enemy and gameplay

2 Microsoft Visual Studio 2019 For scripting

3 Adobe Photoshop To create and edit image

4 Kawing To edit and cut audio

B. Designing graphic and multimedia Contents

The graphic and multimedia contents are very important to make an attractive and

beautiful game. The graphic and multimedia contents that included are image, text, audio and

animation. At this stage, there will be some assets that will change to improve the user

interface and the gameplay of the game.

Image is the most important asset for a game because it represents the theme of the

game and the graphic of the game. For example, if the theme of the background image is

island and the theme of the game is city, this situation will make the game become weird

because the background image is not the same as the theme of the game. Some of the

background image, enemy image, and button image are edited using Adobe Photoshop and

some of it is obtained from the internet. Figure 4.2.1.1 and Figure 4.2.1.2 shows the sample

of the editing image in Adobe Photoshop. The animation of the player character, enemy and
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trap are obtained from the internet and edited in Adobe photoshop to get a higher quality

image for the game. Figure 4.2.1.3 shows the animation that was edited in Adobe Photoshop.

Figure 4.2.1.4 also shows the 2D sprites used in developing the game content.

Figure 4.2.1.1 : Example of editing Npc in Adobe Photoshop

Figure 4.2.1.2: Example of editing image arrow as trap in Adobe Photoshop
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Figure 4.2.1.3: Animation of enemy editing in Adobe photoshop

Figure 4.2.1.4 : Some example of 2D sprites that used in the game application

After that, text is also very important to transfer some information to the player. The

text will act as an interaction between the player and game. The text that is used in the game

is PressStart2P-Regular. Figure 4.2.1.5 shows the text that is used in the UI of the game.
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Figure 4.2.1.5 : Text “PressStart2P-Regular” used as the game UI

Besides that, some of the audio is from the internet and some of it is edited by using

Kawing which is an online application. The sound effect is applied when the player character

dies, jumps, and some background music is also applied in a different environment. Figure

4.2.1.6 shows the audio that was edited in the kawing.

Figure 4.2.1.6 : Audio editing in Kawing
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C. Level Design

In this section which is level design, the theme and the design of the level was

discussed. There are 6 levels for the game and there are also 3 themes used in the game which

are normal, light and neon.

Table 4.2.2 : Level design

Levels Theme

1 Normal

2 Normal

3 Light

4 Light

5 Neon

6 Neon

The table 4.2.2 shows the level design of the game. There are 6 levels of the game

application and the level design of the 6 levels are different. There are 3 themes for each 2

levels which are normal, light and neon. For the first 2 levels the tutorial has the same

environment and same enemies, traps and moving platform. However, level 2 will be longer

compared to the tutorial and difficult. Level 3 and 4 having the new environment and the

theme using is light. New environment also has new enemies, traps, and moving platforms.

However, the difference between level 3 and 4 is that level 4 is deeper than level 3. For level

5 and 6, there is a new theme which is neon and there are new environments, new traps and

new moving platforms. The level 6 will be higher than level 5.

D. Development of the Game Application

This section is used to describe the development progress of the game application of

“Smell Phishy''. All of the scene, code, and interface that in the game application are

described in this section.
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E. User Interface

A. Main Menu page

Figure 4.2.1.7 shows the main menu of the application. The main menu has four

buttons, which are “ Start” , “Level”, “ Credits” and “ Quit”. All of the buttons have their

own function. The green picture in the main menu is the logo of the game and the “SMELL

PHISHY” is the name of the game application. For the “Start” button, it navigates the player

to start the game application and the game starts with the tutorial to guide the player. The

“Credits” button brings the player to the credits page and there are some details about the

developer in the credit page. “Level” button brings the player to the level page and there are 6

levels to let the player choose the level.

Figure 4.2.1.7 : Main Menu Scene

Figure 4.2.1.8 shows the inspector of the Start button in the main menu page. The

source image in the image section chose the UI2_3 as the image of the button and it was also

used in the Credits, Level, and Quit button. The function of the button was set in the

OnClick() by dragging the object in the hierarchy that was inserting the code name “Main

Menu” into it. After clicking on the button, the audio was played because of the function of

audioSource.Play that was set in OnClick() and jumped to the tutorial level because of the
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function of MainMenu.Tutorial. There is also an animation of the button that is set in the

animator.

Figure 4.2.1.8 : Inspector of Start button

Figure 4.2.1.9 shows the different function compared to the start button. The game

will bring the player to the level page and close the main menu page because of the function

that is set on the On Click () which is GameObject.SetActive to activate the level page and
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deactivate the main menu page. The audio was played when the player clicked on the button

after the AudioSource.Play was set.

Figure 4.2.1.9: Inspector of level button

Figure 4.2.1.10 shows the different functions compared to the level and start button.

The first On Click() can bring the player to the credit page and the second On Click() used to

disable the main menu page. The AudioSource.Play was used to play audio after the player

clicked on the button.
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Figure 4.2.1.10: Inspector of Credit button

Figure 4.2.1.11 shows the inspector of the quit button. Drag the Credits page into the

first On Click() and activate the by selecting the GameObject.SetActive and tick it. After that,

the second On Click() was by dragging the main menu and deactivating it by selecting the

GameObject.SetActive.

Figure 4.2.1.11 : Inspector of Quit button
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The quit button used the function that was set in the exit() of the script in the figure

4.2.1.12. The Tutorial(), Level2(), Level3(), Level4(), Level5(), and Level6() were used to

bring the player to each of the levels. MainMenuPage() was used to bring the player to the

main menu and Sound() can be used to trigger button sound when the player clicks the

button. The full script was shown in appendix 1.

Figure 4.2.1.12: Script of Main menu
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B. Confirmation message

Figure 4.2.1.13 shows the confirmation message after clicking on the Quit button.

Players can press the “Yes” button to quit the game or click on the “No” button to return to

the main menu page.

Figure 4.2.1.13 : Confirmation message.

Figure 4.2.14 shows the inspector of the “Yes” button in the confirmation page. After

clicking on the Yes button, the game will exit because of the function of the first OnClick().

The first OnClick() was set by dragging the Canvas (Main Menu) that included the Main

Menu code. After clicking the button, there is a sound coming out because of the function of

OnClick() of AudioSource.Play.
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Figure 4.2.1.14: Inspector of  “Yes” button in confirmation page

Figure 4.2.1.15 shows the inspector of the “No” button. The OnClick() are used to

deactivate the confirmation page and activate the Main Menu page and there a sound comes

out after clicking on the button.

Figure 4.2.1.15: Inspector of “NO” button.
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C. Credits page

Figure 4.2.1.16 shows the credits page after pressing the “Credits” button on the main

page. The page shows some of the details of the developers and the “Back” button brings the

player back to the main menu page.

Figure 4.2.1.16: Credits page.

Figure 4.2.1.17 shows the inspector of the back button. The function of the button was

set in OnClick(), deactivated the credit page and activated the main menu page. The sound of

the button also pops out.

Figure 4.2.1.17: Inspector of back button.
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D. Level Page

Figure 4.2.1.18 shows the levels page after pressing the Level button on the main

page. All of the Level buttons are built up by inserting the button function in the inspector.

So, players can interact with the Level button. For the scroll view of the game, mask and

horizontal layout group insert into the inspector. The level page can be scrolled from left to

right by dragging using the mouse to see more levels in the game application. The level is

locked by using the script name “LevelSelection” and inserted into the inspector. The Reset

button will lock the level again except tutorial level to let the player replay the game

application. The “<” button brings the player back to the main menu page if pressing on it.

Figure 4.2.1.18: Level page

Figure 4.2.1.19 shows the inspector of the level. It can let the level page have a

horizontal scroll view. Dragging the level select to the viewport to let the level select fix in

the scroll view.
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Figure 4.2.1.19: Inspector of the Level.

The figure 4.2.1.20 shows the inspector of masks that insert in the level page. It used

to let the level selection fix into the scroll view.

Figure 4.2.1.20: Mask Inspector

The reset button was used to reset the level if the player passed the level and wanted

to replay all the level. Figure 4.2.1.21 shows the inspector of the reset button and all of the

function was set in On Click(). The first OnClick() set the function to reset the level that was

passed and leave the tutorial level. The audio also pops out after the player click the button.
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Figure 4.2.1.21: Inspector of the Reset button

The figure 4.2.1.22 shows the inspector of the back button. The OnClick() was used to

set the function of the button which deactivated the level page and activated the main menu

page. The audio also pops out after the player clicks on the back button.

Figure 4.2.1.22: Inspector of the Back button of level page
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Figure 4.2.1.23 shows the inspector of level management. It used to set the level

selection in the level page. The level management included the script “LevelSelection”. There

are six level select buttons that were inserted into Lvl Buttons, Level At is 1 and the

Max_level is 6.

Figure 4.2.1.23: Inspector of the level management.

The figure 4.2.1.24 shows the LevelSelection Script that was inserted in the Level

Management. In the Start(), LevelAt was set as 1. The Update() was used to set an

interactable level button. The level button was interactable when the player passed the level.

The reset() was used to reset the level button. The full script was shown in appendix 2.

Figure 4.2.1.24: LevelSelection Script.
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E. Pause Menu Page

The pause menu page pops out when the player presses on “ESC '' to pause the game

application. In the figure 4.2.25, there are “RESUME” , “RESTART”, and “MAIN MENU”

to let players choose. The function of “RESUME” is to play the game, “RESTART” is to

restart the game level again and the “MAIN MENU” is to bring the player back to the main

menu. After pressing the “ESC”, the game application also pauses.

Figure 4.2.25: Pause menu page

The figure 4.2.1.26 shows the script of Pause Menu. The pause menu script inserted

into the pause menu in the game will pause when players press “ESC '' and this function was

set by the “void Update()”. The Resume() was used to deactivate the pause menu and start the

game by setting the GameIsPaused as false. Pause() was used to stop the time and all

animation of the game. MainMenu() was used to bring the player to the main menu page after

the player clicked on Main Menu. Quit() was used to exit the game. The full script was

shown in appendix 3.
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Figure 4.2.1.26: Pause Menu Script.
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F. Game Complete

Figure 4.2.1.27 shows the Game complete page and it will pop out when the player

completes all of the levels of the game. There is an animation of the game complete and 2

buttons which are Main Menu and Quit button. The Main menu button brings the player to

the main menu and the Quit button will exit the game. The script that use for the button are

same as the Main Menu script.

Figure 4.2.1.27: Game complete.

G. Interface of the game

Figure 4.2.1.28 shows the interface of the tutorial level, the top left corner shows the

health bar of the player character, the medium part shows the requirement to pass the level

and the top right corner shows the coin that the player has collected. The red health bar on the

top left corner of the interface shows the health bar of the player character. If the player

character collides with the enemy, the health bar will deduce. If the health bar becomes 0,

players need to replay the level to pass the level. The requirement shown on the medium top

of the game interface is the requirement of the coin collected to pass the level. The top right

corner of the interface is the number of the  coin that was collected by the player.
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Figure 4.2.1.28: Interface of the tutorial

H. Dialog of the Npc in game

Figure 4.2.1.29: Dialog of the NPC

The NPC will follow the player to guide and chat with the player character. The

dialog about the introduction of NPC will pop out as shown in the figure 4.2.1.29. The NPC
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also will tell the player to avoid colliding with the enemy and so on. When the player

character gets into the new environment, the NPC also will tell the player what the new

enemies are and trap in the new environment.

Figure 4.2.1.30 shows the inspector of signbox. The dialog of the NPC was triggered

when the player collided with the signbox. However, there also will trigger the dialog of the

NPC in some place that is without anything. The box collider 2D was used as a box collider

to trigger with the player.

Figure 4.2.1.30: Inspector of Signbox.

Figure 4.2.1.31 shows the script of Signbox. The “OnTriggerEnter2D(Collider2D

collision)” in the script was used to pop out the dialog when trigger the player character and

the “OnTriggerExit2D(Collider collision)” was used to deactivated the dialog when the

player was trigger exit the object or place. The dialog also destroys after the player exit

collide with the box collider. Full script was shown in appendix 7.
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Figure 4.2.1.31: Script of Sign.

The script in figure 4.2.1.32 was used to set the sign box without destroying the

dialog and let the player review it. Full appendix was shown in appendix 29.

Figure 4.2.1.32: Script of SignNotDestroy
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I. Loading Scene

When loading to the next scene, it took the same amount of time to render the asset of

the next scene. So, the loading scene was used to load onto the next scene and let the player

not feel so bored while waiting for the next scene. The figure 4.2.1.33 shows the loading

scene of the game and the progress bar will process to let the player know the process of

jumping to the next scene.

Figure 4.2.1.33: Loading Scene

The script in figure 4.2.1.34 was used to set the progress bar of the loading scene to

show the progress of the jumping scene. The script will be duplicated to each level and

changing class name and LoadSceneAsync() in Line 21. Full script was shown in appendix

30.
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Figure 4.2.1.34: Script of Loading Scene.

J. Game Over Panel

The panel in figure 4.2.1.35 will pop out when the life of the player character

becomes 0. Players need to be careful to control the player character to avoid colliding with

the enemy and trap.
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Figure 4.2.1.35: Game over panel

The figure 4.2.1.36 shows the button inspector of the game over panel. The button

was used to restart the level when the player lost the game.

Figure 4.2.1.36: Inspector of the game over panel
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K. Insufficient Coin Panel

The figure 4.2.1.37 shows the insufficient coins panel of the game. The panel will pop

out when the player did not get enough coins and collide with the checkpoint. The restart

button was used to restart the level.

Figure 4.2.1.37: Insufficient coins panel

Inspector shown in figure 4.2.1.38 was used to set the button of the insufficient coins panel to

restart the level.

Figure 4.2.1.38: Inspector of the insufficient coins panel.
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F. Game mechanic

A. Phishing Awareness Question

Figure 4.2.1.39 shows the question about phishing awareness after a player character

collides with the computer in the game level. After colliding with the computer, the game

also will pause to let the player have some time to answer the question. If a player answers

wrongly, the button will become red, deduce 10 coins of the player character and show the

number of the coin as “-10” as shown in the figure 4.2.1.40. If it is answered correctly, the

button will become green as shown in figure 4.2.1.41. In the figure 4.2.1.42, the panel also

disappears after waiting for a second. The computer also will disappear after the player did

not trigger with the computer same as the figure 4.2.1.43.

Figure 4.2.1.39: Phishing Awareness Question Page
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Figure 4.2.1.40: After answering the question wrongly.

Figure 4.2.1.41: After answering the question correctly.
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Figure 4.2.1.42: The question panel disappears.

Figure 4.2.1.43: The computer disappears.

The script was inserted and the inspector will show as the figure 4.2.1.44. The

inspector can set the number of the questions that want to be set in the game. After that, the

question can be set with the choices and the answer of the question. The option part can be

used to set the number of the option and the element of the option.
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Figure 4.2.1.44: The inspector of Quiz Manager.

The script in figure 4.2.1.45 was used to set the question, answer, and correct answer

of the game. The full script was shown in appendix 4.

Figure 4.2.1.45: Script of Quiz Answer and Question.

The script of answer in figure 4.2.1.46 was used to set the color of the correct answer

and wrong answer. In “public void Answer()”, the color was set in green when the answer

was correct and the color was red when the answer was wrong. The mark also was changed

by using the code quizManager.correct and quizManager.wrong in QuizManager. The full

script was shown in appendix 5.
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Figure 4.2.1.46: Script of Answer

Figure 4.2.1.47 shows the Script of Quiz manager. The Start() was used to set the total

number of questions and call the function of generateQuestion() to generate the question

when start(). The correct() was used to add the number of coins, remove the current question,

exit the question panel and jump to the next question after some seconds. The wrong() have

the function of correct() but the coin will be deducted. The Wait SetAnswer() was used to set

the time to jump to the next question and the SetAnswer() was used to set the answer and

question. The generateQuestion() was used to generate the next question randomly. The full

script was shown in appendix 6.
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Figure 4.2.1.47: Script of Quiz Manager.

The computer was used to pop out the question when the player triggered it.

The inspector in figure 4.2.1.48 was used to set the box collider and a pop out script was use

to pop out the question and disappear the computer.
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Figure 4.2.1.49: Inspector of computer

The “OnTriggerEnter2D(Collider2D other)” in figure 4.2.1.50 was used to pop out the

question, pause the screen when the player character triggers with the computer. The

“OnTriggerExit2D(Collider2D other)” was used to disappear the computer when the player

character triggered out of the range of the computer's box collider. Full script was shown in

appendix 8.
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Figure 4.2.1.50: Script of pop out.
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B. Enemies and Traps in different levels

There are different types of enemies and traps for each 2 levels. Figure 4.2.1.51 shows

the enemies and traps in tutorial and Level 2. If a player collides with the enemies and traps

too many times, the level will restart when the health bar of the player character becomes 0.

For the enemies and traps in figure 4.2.1.52, there are different enemies and traps in the new

environment such as the blue virus, saw, green virus, arrow and blue fire. The green virus of

the figure 4.2.1.52 will chase the player character if the player character passes through it

after inserting the script “ chasePlayer”. For the figure 4.2.1.53, there are also different types

of enemies and traps for the new environment “Neon”. All of the moving enemies or traps

were using the script name “EnemyAI” to make the enemies move according to the

waypoints that were set in the game application. All of the enemies and traps have inserted

the script name “ Enemy “ to deduce the player character health bar when the player character

collides on it. For the square in the figure 4.2.1.53, some of the squares will rotate in

clockwise and anti-clockwise. The arrow and the laser that show in figure 4.2.1.52 and figure

4.2.1.53 were using the scripts name “EnemyProjectile” and “ArrowTrap”. The arrow will

automatically shoot out and the speed and the time to reset the arrow can be set in the

inspector. For the figure 4.2.1.53, there are some of the purple neon platforms which are

falling platforms. The player character needs to jump faster to prevent falling into the traps.

Some of the enemies and traps also have set the animation to let them be animated. All of the

traps and enemies have put the box collide to collide with the player character.

Figure 4.2.1.51: Enemies and traps in tutorial and Level 2.
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Figure 4.2.1.52: Enemies and traps in Level 3 and Level 4.

Figure 4.2.1.53: Enemies and traps in Level 5 and 6.

Figure 4.2.1.54 shows the enemies move using the following waypoints. The enemies

and traps move by inserting the script Waypoint.

Figure 4.2.1.54: Enemies and traps move following the waypoints.

The inspector in figure 4.2.1.55 shows an inspector of enemies and traps that can

move. The box collider 2D was used to trigger with the player character and deduce the

health bar of the player character by using enemy script. The enemies and the traps can

follow the waypoint by inserting the script Enemy AI.
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Figure 4.2.1.55: Inspector of enemies and traps that can move.

Figure 4.2.1.56 shows the script of the enemy and was used to deduce 20 percent life

of the player character when triggered with the enemies and traps. Full script was shown in

appendix 10.

Figure 4.2.1.56: Script of Enemy
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The script of enemy AI that is shown in figure 4.2.1.57 was used to let the enemies

and traps move following the waypoints one by one and loop it. Full script was shown in

appendix 11.
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Figure 4.2.1.57: Script of Enemy AI

Figure 4.2.1.58 shows the traps which are not moving. The traps were deduced from

the life of the player character when the player character  collides with the traps.

Figure 4.2.1.58: Traps without moving.

The inspector in figure 4.2.1.59 was used to help to set the function of the traps. The

box collider 2D was used to trigger with the player character. Some traps did not tick the “Is

Trigger” box in the box collider 2D and the player character will die and restart the level.

When the “Is Trigger” was tricked, the life of the player character was deducted and restarted

the level when the life of the player character became 0.
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Figure 4.2.1.59: Inspector of the traps

The script in figure 4.2.1.60 was used to deduce the life of the player character when

the player character collided with the trap and this function was set in OnTriggerEnter2D().

Full script was shown in appendix 12.

Figure 4.2.1.60: Script of traps.

The figure 4.2.1.61 was a virus in level 3 and 4. The virus acted as an enemy to chase

the player character when the player character was in the range of chase of the enemy.
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Figure 4.2.1.61: Virus enemy

The inspector of Virus enemy that shows in figure 4.2.1.62 was used to set the

function of virus enemy. The box collider 2D was used to trigger with the player and Chase

Player was used to chase the player character. Rigidbody 2D also was set for the virus enemy.

Figure 4.2.1.62: Inspector of  virus enemy

The script in figure 4.2.1.63 was inserted into the virus enemy. The virus enemy will

chase the player when the player is in the range and the virus enemy will stop chasing the

player character when the player character is out of the range. Full script was shown in

appendix 13.
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Figure 4.2.1.63: Script of Chase Player

The script in figure 4.2.1.64 was used to set the function when the player character

triggers with the box collider, the virus enemy will reset the position back to the original

position. Full script was shown in appendix 14.
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Figure 4.2.1.64: Script of reset position.

The arrow traps in figure 4.2.1.65 are the traps of the game and players need to avoid

colliding with it to prevent deduced life.

Figure 4.2.1.65: Arrow trap.

The figure 4.2.1.66 shows the inspector of arrow traps to set the function of the arrow

traps. The arrows in the inspector were used to set the number of arrows and the fire point

was set to let the arrow fire from it. It functioned as an arrow trap management to control the

arrows.
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Figure 4.2.1.66: Inspector of arrow traps.

The script of arrow trap shown in figure 4.2.1.67 was used to set the firepoint,

number of arrows and attack cooldown. Full script was shown in appendix 15.

Figure 4.2.1.67: Script of Arrow Trap.
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Figure 4.2.1.68 shows the inspector of arrows and it is used to set the function of the

arrows. The arrows insert box collider 2D, rigidbody 2D and script enemy projectile. It used

to set the speed and reset time of arrows. The box collider was used to trigger with the player

character and deduced the life of the player character.

Figure 4.2.1.68: Inspector of arrow.

The figure 4.2.1.69 shows the script of the enemy projectile. It was used to set the

speed and the reset time of the arrows. Full script was shown in appendix 16.
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Figure 4.2.1.69: Script of Enemy projectile.

The figure 4.2.1.70 was a falling platform and it was one of the traps. The platform

will fall after a few seconds and players need to jump faster to prevent falling into some traps.

Figure 4.2.1.70: Falling platform.

The figure 4.2.1.71 is a script that is used to set the platform fall when the player

character jumps on it after a few seconds. The platform also will move back to its original

location after a few seconds.
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Figure 4.2.1.71: Script of falling platform

The cubes in the figure 4.2.1.71 were rotated and the player needed to jump on it to

pass the level. The cubes were rotated by inserting the animation to the cubes that show in the

inspector of figure 4.2.1.72.

Figure 4.2.1.71: Rotating cube.

Figure 4.2.1.72. Inspector of cubes.
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C. Moving Platform and ladder

The function of the moving platform and ladder were used to move from one place to

prevent colliding with traps or enemies or climb up to the higher place as shown in the figure

4.2.1.73. The“climb” script also inserts on the ladder to let the player character climb on it.

The “StickyPlatform” script and “wayPoint” script insert to the moving platform to let the

player character stick on it and let the moving platform move.

Figure 4.2.1.73: The moving platform and ladder

Figure 4.2.1.74 showed the three box collider 2D which are at the top, bottom of the

ladder and whole ladder. The inspector was used to set the function of the box collider 2D.

Figure 4.2.1.74: Three box collider 2D and inspector.

The figure 4.2.1.75 shows the inspector of the moving platform and it used to set the

function of the moving platform. The box collider 2D was used to let the player character

stand on it and the waypoint was to let the moving platform move following the waypoint.
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The sticky platform was used to let the player character stick on the platform and the

animator was used to set the animation of the moving platform.

Figure 4.2.1.75: Inspector of moving platform

The figure 4.2.1.76 shows the script of the waypoint and it is used to set the waypoint

of the moving platform. It is also used to set the speed of the moving platform. Full script was

shown in appendix 9.

Figure 4.2.1.76: Script of waypoint.
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D. Player movement

The figure 4.2.1.77 shows the inspector of the player character. The inspector of

player characters was inserted with a box collider 2D to trigger with other assets, animator to

set the animation of the player character when in different movements, player movement,

player life, health bar, item collect, climb and different audio source for different situations.

Figure 4.2.1.77: Inspector of player character.

The figure 4.2.1.78 shows the script of the climb. The script was used to let the player

character climb the ladder after pressing “W” and set the animation of the player character

when climbing.  Full script was in the appendix 18.
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Figure 4.2.1.78: Script of Climb.

The figure 4.2.1.79 showed the script of player movement and it used to set the

animation of the player character and movement. Full script was shown in appendix 20.
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Figure 4.2.1.80: Script of Player movement.

The figure 4.2.1.81 was shown the script of player life and it used to let the player

character play the die animation when the health bar became 0. The game also will restart

when the health bar becomes 0 and trigger an audio when die. The score of coins collected

also will reset.The insufficient panel will pop out when the player collected not enough coins

and the game over panel will pop out when the life of the player character becomes 0. Full

script was shown in appendix 21.
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Figure 4.2.1.81: Script of Player Life

The figure 4.2.1.82 was shown a script of a health bar and it was used to set the life of

the player character and trigger an audio when the player character collides with obstacles.

Full script shown in appendix 22.

Figure 4.2.1.82: Script of Health Bar

Figure 4.2.1.83 shows the script of item collect and it is used to set the score of coins,

trigger an audio when a player character collides with the coins, and show the score in the

game. Full script was shown in appendix 23.
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Figure 4.2.1.83: Script of item collect

E. Coins and Checkpoint

The coins shown in the figure 4.2.1.84 are located in the random places of the game

application and the checkpoints were located at the end of the level. All of the assets in figure

4.2.1.84 have boxes collide and each of them have different scripts to carry out the function.

For the coin, the score of the coin will increase when the player character collides with the

coin and the coin will disappear by inserting the script “itemCollector”. The checkpoint also

inserts a “Checkpoint” script to let the player pass to the next level when the player fulfills

the requirement.

Figure 4.2.1.84: Coins, and Checkpoint.

Figure 4.2.1.85 shows the inspector of coins and it is used to set the box collider 2D

to collider with the player character and animator to set the animation of the coins.
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Figure 4.2.1.85: Inspector of coins

Figure 4.2.1.86 was used to set the function of the checkpoint. The box collider 2D

was used to collide with player characters. The animator was used to set the animation of the

checkpoint, trigger an audio when the player character collided with it and the checkpoint

tutorial was used to set the requirement of  passing the level.
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Figure 4.2.1.86: Inspector of checkpoint

Figure 4.2.1.87 shows the script of the checkpoint tutorial and it uses the requirement

of the level. The script was set and the player character needed to fulfill the requirement to

pass the level and the script will repeat for different with different requirements. A panel also

will pop out when the player character did not fulfill the requirement. The loading screen will

pop out when the player has fulfilled the requirement and passed to the next level. Full script

was shown in appendix 24.
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Figure 4.2.1.87: Script of Checkpoint tutorial.

The figure 4.2.1.88 was the script of not enough coin panels and it is used to show the

score of coins collected to let players know that they have fulfilled the requirement to pass

the level. Full script  was shown in appendix 25.

Figure 4.2.1.88: Script of Not Enough Coin
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F. Camera

The figure 4.2.1.89 showed the inspector of the camera and it used to let the camera

follow the player character.

Figure 4.2.1.89: Inspector of Camera

The script in figure 4.2.1.90 was used to set the camera to follow the player character.

Full script was shown in appendix 26.

Figure 4.2.1.90: Script of Camera Controller

F. NPC

The NPC in figure 4.2.1.91 will follow the player character when the player character

is moving and the NPC will help to guide the player to play the game.

Figure 4.2.1.91: NPC
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The Inspector in figure 4.2.1.92 was used to set the function of the NPC. It can be

used to set the speed and the distance between player characters.

Figure 4.2.1.92: Inspector of NPC.

The script in figure 4.2.1.93 was used to let the NPC follow the player character. Full

script shown in appendix 27.

Figure 4.2.1.93: Script of NPC
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4.2.2 Demonstrate

A. Demonstrate Prototype

After the build process, the full game application was demonstrated to the supervisor

and friends to gain some feedback. The tools to demonstrate with the supervisor is Unity and

the code was demonstrated using Microsoft Visual Studio 2019.

B. Gain Feedback

After demonstrating the game application to supervisor and friends, the feedback from

supervisor and friends were recorded for the next process which is the Refine process to fix

or change the User interface or game mechanism.

4.2.3 Refine

The Refine process was the last process for the prototype process. This process was

used to fix the error, change the asset, user interface, code or game mechanism following the

feedback that got from supervisor and friends. If the game development has not completed,

the prototype will be recycled until the game development is completed.

A. Update requirement of proposed game

The requirements that get from supervisor and friends will be recorded and updated.

Then, the bugs and the game were changed by following the requirements that were recorded.

B. Fix the bug

The bug will be fixed at this process and the requirement also will be updated in this

process.
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- Table update

Table 4.2.3.1: Requirement form

No Preveiw version Requirement Final version

1. 1. The User interface

did not stick with

the topic.

2. Add a confirm

message before

you quit the game.

2. 1. The User interface

of the game did

not stick with the

topic.

2. Add a sentence of

requirement to

pass the game.

3. Change the

location of the

score of coins

collected.
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3. 1. Change the User

Interface of the

button.

4. 1. Change the User

Interface of the

level page.

2. Let the level be

locked when the

player has not

passed the level.

3. Change the back

button symbol

and location.

5. 1. Change the User

Interface of the

Game Complete

page.

6. 1. Add a Restart

button to let the

player restart the

level.
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7. 1. Change the User

interface of the

question.

2. Random the

questions.

3. Make the color of

the answer when

it is correct or

wrong.

8. 1. Add insufficient

coins panel

2. Set the button to

restart the level.

3. Insert the Text

Mesh Pro to the

panel.

9. 1. Add loading

screen to solve

the problem of

loading longer

time to another

level.

2. Make animation

of the player

character.

3. Write the script

for the loading

process bar.
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10. 1. Add the game

over the panel.

2. Add the function

in the script of

player life.

- Functional acceptance testing

Functional acceptance test is used to uncover structural problems, hidden errors, and

problems with specific components. The code of the proposed game needs to be updated or

changed in a refined process after getting feedback from the demonstration process. The table

was used to record all the tests that have been tried before and the actions that have been

taken to solve the problem or errors. The things that going to test is test data, pre-condition is

the things need to do before testing start, Post-condition is the result if the assets function

well, test step is the step to test the asset, expected result is the result that is expected, actual

result is the actual result after testing, and the action is the action that taken to solve the

problem. The table shows in appendix 29.
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4.3 Testing (UAT)

Result of User Acceptance Test (UAT)

The following results are collected from the User Acceptance Test and Feedback survey. The

survey was carried out anonymously and there are a total 20 responses collected.

Figure 4.3.1: Result for the Institution.

The figure shown in figure 4.3.1 was the result of institutions of the 20 responses and

18 responses (90%) fall under the IPTA/IPTS, the 1 response was fall under secondary school

and 1 response was fall under University.

Figure 4.3.2: Result of Institution name.
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Based on the result shown in figure 4.3.2 was the result of institution name. There are

1 response (5%) is Faculty of Civil Engineering Technology, UMP, 1 response (5%) is

Faculty of Computer Science,UM, 2 responses(10%) are Faculty of Computing UMP, 11

responses(55%) are Faculty of Computing, UMP, 1 response(5%) is Faculty of

Computing,UMP , 1 response (1%) is Faculty of Industrial Sciences and Technology, 2

responses (10%) are Faculty of Science and 1 response(5%) is Faculty of Technology

Electrical and Electronic Computer System.

Figure 4.3.3: Result of Role of survey

The figure 4.3.3 showed the role of the survey. 20 responses(100%) are students.

Figure 4.3.4: Result of gender.
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The figure 4.3.4 shows the gender of the survey. There are 13 responses (65%) are

female and 7 responses (35%) are male.

Figure 4.3.5: Result of age of survey.

The figure 4.3.5 shows the result of age. There are 3 responses (15%) are 20 years

old. 4 responses (20%) are 21 years old, 3 responses (15%) are 22 years old, 3 responses

(15%) are 23 years old and 7 responses (35%) are 24 years old.

Figure 4.3.6: Result of Have You Studied Phishing Awareness.
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The figure 4.3.6 showed the result of the survey for those who have studied phishing

awareness. There are 16 responses (80%) who have studied phishing awareness and 4

responses who have not studied phishing awareness.

Figure 4.3.7: Result of the rate of main menu function

The figure 4.3.7 shows the result of the rate of the main menu function. There are 4

responses(20%) who agree with the function of the main menu and rated it 3 out 5, 6

responses(30%) rate the function of the main menu function 4 out of 5 and 10

responses(50%) strongly agree and rated it 5 out of 5. Most of the responses agree that the

main menu functions well.

Figure 4.3.8: Rate of the Level page function.
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The figure 4.3.8 shows the rate of the level page function and there are 2

responses(10%) who agree with the function of the level page and rated it as 3 out of 5. There

are 8 responses(40%) who rated the function of level page 4 out of 5, and 10 responses (50%)

strongly agree and rated it 5 out of 5. Most of the responses agree that the level page

functions well.

Figure 4.3.9: Rate of function of the Credits page.

The figure 4.3.9 shows the rate of the function of the credits page and there are 3

responses (15%) agree to the function and rate it as 3 out of 5. There are 5 responses (25%)

who rated the function of the credits page 4 out of 5 and 12 responses (60%) strongly agree

and rated it 5 out of 5. Most of the responses agree that the credits page functions well.
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Figure 4.3.10: Rate of the function of the Question page.

There are 1 response (5%) rated the function of the question page 2 out of 5 as shown

in the figure 4.3.10. There are also 4 responses (20%) who agreed and rated it 3 out of 5 and

5 responses (25%) rated it 4 out of 5. There also 10 responses (50%) strongly agree and rated

it as 5 out of 5. Most of the responses agree that the question page functions well.

Figure 4.3.11: Rate of the function of player character

There are 4 responses (20%) rated it as 3 out of 5 and 4 responses (20%) rated it as 4

out of 5 as shown in the figure 4.3.11. There also 12 responses (60%) strongly agree and
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rated it as 5 out of 5. Most of the responses agree that the function of the player character

functions well.

Figure 4.3.12: Rate of the function of the NPC.

The figure shows the rate of the function of the NPC and there are 2 responses (10%)

rated it as 3 out of 5 and 7 responses (35%) rated it as 4 out of 5. There are also 11 responses

(55%) who strongly agree with the function and rated it as 5 out of 5. Most of the responses

agree that the NPC functions well.

Figure 4.3.13: Rate of the function of the question panel.
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From figure 4.3.12, there are 10 responses (50%) are rated it as 3 out of 5 and 3

responses (15%) are rated it as 3 out of 5. There also has 1 response (5%) rated as 4 out of 5

and 6 responses (30%) rated as 5 out of 5. Most of the responses agree that the question panel

functions well. However, there still needs some improvement in the question panel because

most of the responses just rated it as 3 out of 5.

Figure 4.3.14: Rate of the function of the health bar of the player character.

The figure 4.3.14 showed the rate of the function os health bar of player character and

there are 3 responses (15%) rated it as 3 out of 5. There are 6 responses (30%) are rated as 4

out of 5 and 11 responses (55%) strongly agree and rated as 5 out of 5. Most of the responses

agree that the health bar of the player character functions well.

Figure 4.3.15: Rate of function of coin.
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The figure 4.3.15 showed most of the responses which are 13 responses (65%)

strongly agree and rated as 5 out of 5. There also 5 responses (25%) rated it as 4 out of 5 and

2 responses (10%) rated it as 3 out of 5. Most of the responses agree that the question page

functions well.

Figure 4.3.16: Rate of function of the enemies and traps.

There are 12 responses (60%) strongly agree and rated the function of the enemies

and traps 5 out of 5, 6 responses (30%) rated 4 out of 5, 1 response (5%) rated it as 3 out of 5

and 1 response (5%) rated it as 2 out of 5 and result was shown in figure 4.3.16. Most of the

responses agree that the enemies and traps in the game function well.
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Figure 4.3.17: Rate of function of light and neon system.

Most of the 10 responses (50%) strongly agree that the light and neon system function

well in the game and rated it as 5 out of 5, 5 responses (25%) rated it as 4 out of 5, 5

responses (25%) rated it as 3 out of 5 and the result is shown in the figure 4.3.17. Most of the

responses agree that the light and neon system functions well.

Figure 4.3.18:Rate of the function of the moving platform.

Most of the 11 responses (55%) strongly agree the moving platform is functioning

well and rated it as 5 out of 5, 5 responses (25%) rated it as 4 out of 5 and 4 responses (20%)
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rated it as 3 out of 5 and the result of the rate was shown in the figure 4.3.18. Most of the

responses agree that the moving platform functions well.

Figure 4.3.19: Rate of the function of the falling platform.

Most of the 10 responses (50%) strongly agree that the falling platform functions well

and rated it as 5 out of 5 as shown in the figure 4.3.19. 7 responses (35%) rated it as 4 out of

5 and 3 responses (15%) rated it as 3 out of 5. Most of the responses agree that the falling

platform functions well.

Figure 4.3.20: Rate of the function of the checkpoint.
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The figure 4.3.20 showed the result of the rate of the function of the checkpoint and

most of the 11 responses (65%) strongly agreed the checkpoint was functioning well and

rated it as 5 out of 5. There are 7 responses (35%) rated it as 4 out of 5 and 2 responses (10%)

rated it as 3 out of 5. So, most of the responses agree the checkpoint functions well to pop out

the correct panel or jump to the next level when the player character collides with it.

Figure 4.3.21: Rate of function of ladder.

The figure 4.3.21 showed the result of the rate of the function of the ladder and most

of the 14 responses (70%) strongly agree that the function of the ladder was functioning well

and rated it as 5 out of 5. There also 4 responses (20%) rated it as 4 out of 5 and 2 responses

(10%) rated it as 3 out of 5. Most of the responses strongly agree the ladder was functioning

well.
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Figure 4.3.22: Comment of the function of the game.

There are some of the comments that were written by the responses and there still

some improvement on the function and loading speed of the game as shown in the figure

4.3.22.

Figure 4.3.23: Rate of the likes of the game.

The figure 4.3.23 showed most of the 8 responses (40%) rated it as 4 out of 5, 7

responses (35%) rated it as 5 out of 5 and 5 responses (25%) rated it as 3 out of 5. So, the
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game needs some improvement such as adding more game mechanisms to make the game

more interesting and attractive.

Figure 4.3.24: Rate of game enjoyment.

Most of the 8 responses (40%) rated the game enjoyment as 3 out of 5, 5 responses

(25%) rated it as 4 out 5 and 7 responses (35%) rated it as 5 out of 5 as shown in the figure

4.3.24. Most of the responses enjoy the game but the game still needs to improve.

Figure 4.3.25: Rate of did player gain knowledge from the game.
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The figure 4.3.25 showed most of the 8 responses (40%) rated it as 4 out of 5, 7

responses (35%) rated it as 5 out of 5 and 5 responses (25%) rated it as 3 out of 5. Most of the

responses are gaining knowledge after testing the knowledge after playing the game, but the

game still needs some improvement.

Figure 4.3.26: Rate of Do players want to play the game again.

There are 7 responses (35%) rated 5 out of 5 and 7 responses (35%) rated 4 out of 5.

There were also 6 responses (30%) rated 3 out of 5 and the result was shown in the figure

4.3.26. Most of the responses will play the game again.

Figure 4.3.27: Rate of marketability of the game.
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The figure 4.3.27 showed most of the 7 responses (35%) rated 4 out of 5 and the same

number of the responses rated 5 out of 5. There were also 5 responses (25%) rated 3 out of 5

and 1 response (5%) rated 2 out of 5. So, the marketability of the game may be an interesting

way to test the player about phishing awareness but that still needs some improvement.

Figure 4.3.28: Comments of the game.

There are some comments from the responses that showed in the figure 4.3.28. There

are some suggestions to improve the game. The game can be more game mechanism as the

suggestion showed in the figure 4.3.28.
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4.4 Implementation

This was the last process before publishing the game application. This process was

very important and this process was going to do the system simulation, issue tracking,

debugging and final update. After all of the issues or bugs have been fixed, the game will be

exported as a game application and uploaded to itch.io.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

5.1 Objective Revisited

In this project, we expected users could get benefits after playing “Smell Phishy”, the

2D platform game that developed using Unity. Players need to control the player character to

pass the level by avoiding colliding with the obstacles. The players can answer the question

in the game to know more about phishing awareness and test themselves. By the gameplay of

the game, players can learn or test the knowledge of their Phishing awareness that they

learned and used the knowledge in the real world to prevent becoming a victim of a phishing

attack.

This game is only available on PC platform and players need to download and install

from itch.io. The game is easy to play and understand and players can gain knowledge and

test themselves in a fun way.

5.2 Limitation

During the development of the game, there are some problems that have been faced.

The first problem was the knowledge of game development. Lack of knowledge of game

development such as coding of the game mechanisms, animation, user interface and so on.

The developer needs to learn some new skills, design, develop and test the game to maintain

the quality of the game. This is because not all the skills can be learned from the class and

need motivation to learn new skills to make the game more attractive. However, lack of

knowledge limits developers from even having many interesting ideas.

Besides that, coding skills were one of other problems faced by developers. The

developer needs to learn some new coding for new game mechanics and it is difficult to solve

it when some problem happens without any errors.

Lack of knowledge of level design also became one of the limitations of the

developer. The developer will design the level more difficult when the level increases.
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However, the difficulty of the level needs to be increased by the different level design. So,

developers need to design on the level, but lack of knowledge of level design will make the

difficulty of the level the same.

5.3 Future Work

For future work, this game will update based on the comments that received from the

player and solve the problem that faced by the player. The question also will be updated and

increased to test the player more about the phishing awareness to help them increase their

knowledge. The game can develop more game mechanics to make the game more interesting.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix 1: User Acceptance Testing Form

Section 1: Test the functionality of the game.

Table 3.14: UAT about the functionality of the game.

NO Event Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

1. Did the “Main

Menu” function

well?

2. Did the “Level

Page”  function

well?

3. Did the “Credits

Page” function

well?

4. Did the “Question

Page” in the game

function well?

5. Did the player

character in the

game function

well?

6. Did the NPC in

game follow the

player character

and chat with the

player?
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7. Did the Question

panel pop out and

function well

when the player

character collides

with the computer

in the game?

8. Did the health bar

of the player

character function

well?

9. Did the number of

coins in the game

increase and

decrease

correctly?

10. Did the enemies

and traps function

well in the game?

11. Did the light and

neon system

function well in

the game?

12. Did the player

character stick on

the moving

platform after the

player jumped on

it?
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13. Was the falling

platform able to

fall after the

player character

jumped on it?

14. Did the

checkpoint jump

to the next scene

when the player

fulfilled the

requirement?

15. Able to climb the

ladder?

14. What is the error

and problem that

is still in the

game?

Section 2 - Test the usability and effectiveness of the game

Table 3.15: UAT about usability and effectiveness of the game

No Questions Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

1. Do you like the

Smell Phishy game?

2. Do you enjoy

playing the Smell

Phishy game?
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3. Did you gain

information when

playing the game?

4. Do you want to play

the Smell Phishy

game again?

5. Do you want to play

the Smell Phishy

again?

6. Do you think the

Smell Phishy can

help educate on

Phishing attack

awareness?

7. What is your

comment(s) on the

game?
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Appendix 2: Script of Main Menu
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Appendix 3: Script of Level Selection
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Appendix 4: Script of Pause Menu
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Appendix 5: Script of Quiz answer and question

Appendix 6: Script  of Answer
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Appendix 7: Script of Quiz Manager
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Appendix 8: Script of Sign
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Appendix 9: Script of Pop out
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Appendix 10: Script of waypoint

Appendix 11: Script of Enemy
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Appendix 12: Script of Enemy AI
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Appendix 13: Script of Trap Object
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Appendix 14: Script of Chase Player
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Appendix 15: Script of Reset Position
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Appendix 16: Script of Arrow Trap
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Appendix 17: Script of Enemy Projectile
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Appendix 18: Script of Falling Platform
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Appendix 19: Script of Climb
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Appendix 20: Script of Sticky platform
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Appendix 21: Script of Player movement
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Appendix 22: Script of Player life
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Appendix 23: Script of Health Bar
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Appendix 24: Script of item collect
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Appendix 25 : Script of Checkpoint tutorial
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Appendix 26: Script of Not Enough Coin
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Appendix 27: Script of Camera Controller
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Appendix 28: Script of NPC
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Appendix 29: Script of Sign Not destroy
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Appendix 30: Script of Loading Scene
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Appendix 31: Table Function Acceptance Test

Test
Scenario
ID

Test
Scenario

Test
Case
ID

Test Case Test Data Pre-
condition

Post-
condition

Test step Expected
Result

Actual
Result

Pass
/Fail

Note/

Action

TS01 Main
menu
Function

TC01

- 01

Check the

Start

button

Click on

the Start

button.

Players

enter the

game

applicatio

n.

Player

enter

tutorial

level

i) Launch

the game

ii) Click on

the Start

button

Able to enter

tutorial level.

Able to

enter

tutorial

level.

Pass

TC01

- 02

Check the

Credit

button

Click on

the

Credit

button

Player

enter

Credit

page

i) Launch

the game

ii) Click on

the Credit

button

Able to enter

the credit

page.

Able to

enter Credit

page

Pass

TC01

- 03

Check the

Level

button

Click on

the Level

button

Player

enter level

page

i) Launch

the game

ii) Click on

Able to enter

the Level

Page

Able to

enter Level

page

Pass
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the Level

button

TC01

- 04

Check the

Quit

button

Click on

the Quit

button

The

confirmati

on to quit

the game

popped

out.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Click on

the Quit

button

Able to pop

out the

confirmation

menu to quit

the game

application.

Able to pop

out the

confirmatio

n menu.

Pass

TS02 Credit

page

Function

TC02

- 01

Check the

Back

button

Click on

the Back

button

I) Players

enter the

game

applicatio

n.

II) Player

enter

Credit

page

Player exit

the credit

page and

back to

main menu

I) Launch

the game

II) Enter

Credit page.

III) Click on

the Back

button

Able to back

to the main

menu

Able to back

to the main

menu

Pass

TS03 Level

Page

TC03

- 01

Check the

“<” button

Click on

the “<”

I) Players

enter the

Player

back to

i) Launch

the game

Able to back

to main menu

Able to back

to main

Pass
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Function button game

applicatio

n.

II) Player

enter

Level

page

main menu ii) Enter

level page

iii) Click on

the “<”

button.

menu

TC03

- 02

Check the

“Reset”

button

Click on

the

“Reset”

button

The level

button that

has

unlocked

after the

player

passes the

level will

be locked

again.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

level page

iii) Click on

the “Reset”

button.

Able to lock

the level again

except

tutorial.

Unable to

lock the

level again

except the

tutorial.

Fail i) Adding

“PlayerPrefs.S

etInt("levelAt",

levelAt);” into

the script to

reset the level

button.

ii) Set the

button to reset

the level after

clicking on it.

TC03

- 03

Check the

“Reset”

button

Click on

the

“Reset”

button

The level

button that

has

unlocked

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

level page

Able to lock

the level again

except

tutorial.

Able to lock

the level

again except

the tutorial.

Pass
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after the

player

passes the

level will

be locked

again.

iii) Click on

the “Reset”

button.

TC03

- 04

Check the

Tutorial

and other

level

button

Click on

the

tutorial

and other

level

button

Players

can go to

the level

that is

selected.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

level page

iii) Click on

the tutorial

or other

level button.

Able to bring

the player to

the level

selected.

Able to

bring the

player to the

level

selected.

Pass

TC03

-05

Check the

level able

to be

locked

before the

player

Click on

the level

button

except

tutorial

button

Player

cannot

click on

the level

that has

locked.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

level page

iii) Click on

the tutorial

The button

does not bring

the player to

the level

selected.

The button

brings the

player to the

level

selected.

Fail I) Change the

LevelSelection

script.

II) Reapply the

script and the

button to the
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passes the

level.

or other

level button.

level

management.

TC03

-06

Check the

level able

to be

locked

before the

player

passes the

level.

Click on

the level

button

except

tutorial

button

Player

cannot

click on

the level

that has

locked.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

level page

iii) Click on

the tutorial

or other

level button.

The button

does not bring

the player to

the level

selected.

The button

does not

bring the

player to the

level

selected.

Pass

TS04 Confirm

ation

function

TC04

-01

Check the

“Yes”

button.

Click on

the “Yes”

button.

I ) Players

enter the

game

applicatio

n.

II) Players

enter the

main

menu

page and

Players

exit the

game

application

.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

main menu

page

iii) Click on

the “Quit”

button.

IV) Click on

the “Yes”

Able to exit

the game

application

Unable to

exit the

game

application

Fail i) Change the

script by

adding

Application.Qu

it().

ii) Set the

“Yes” button

and set

MainMenu.exit
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click on

the quit

button.

III) Player

enter

confirmati

on page

button.TC04

-02

Check the

“Yes”

button.

Click on

the “Yes”

button.

Able to exit

the game

application

Able to exit

the game

application

Pass

TC04

- 03

Check the

“No”

button.

Click on

the “No”

button.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

main menu

page

iii) Click on

the “Quit”

button.

IV) Click on

the “No”

button.

Able to back

the main

menu page.

Able to back

the main

menu page.

Pass

TS05 Pause
menu
Function

TC05

- 01

Check did

the Pause

menu pop

out when

the player

presses the

Press

“ESC”

button

I ) Players

enter the

game

applicatio

n.

II) Players

Pause

menu pops

out and the

game

application

pauses.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

tutorial level

iii) Press the

“ESC”

Able to pop

out the pause

menu and

pause the

game

application.

Able to pop

out the

pause menu

but unable

to pause the

game

Fail i) Change the

script by

adding

Time.timeScal

e = 1f to the

pause menu
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“ESC”

button.

enter the

tutorial

level.

III)

Players

press the

“ESC”

button.

button. application. script.

TC05

- 02

Check did

the Pause

menu pops

out when

the player

presses the

“ESC”

button.

Press

“ESC”

button

Able to pop

out the pause

menu and

pause the

game

application.

Able to pop

out the

pause menu

and pause

the game

application.

Pass

TC05

- 03

Check the

Resume

button

Click on

the

Resume

button.

I ) Players

enter the

game

applicatio

n.

II) Players

enter the

tutorial

level.

III)

Players

can play

the game

application

after

pausing.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

tutorial level

iii) Press the

“ESC”

button

iv) Click on

the Resume

button. .

Able to play

the game

application

after pause.

Able to play

the game

application

after pause.

Pass
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Players

press the

“ESC”

button.

IV) Click

on the

Resume

button.

TC05

- 04

Check the

Main

Menu

button

Click on

the Main

menu

button.

I ) Players

enter the

game

applicatio

n.

II) Players

enter the

tutorial

level.

III)

Players

press the

Bring the

players

back to the

main menu

page.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

tutorial level

iii) Press the

“ESC”

button

iv) Click on

the Main

menu

button. .

Able to go

back to the

main menu

page.

Able to go

back to the

main menu

page.

Pass
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“ESC”

button.

IV) Click

on the

Main

menu

button.

TC05

- 05

Check the

Quit

button

Click on

the Quit

button.

I ) Players

enter the

game

applicatio

n.

II) Players

enter the

tutorial

level.

III)

Players

press the

“ESC”

Exit the

game

application

.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Enter

tutorial level

iii) Press the

“ESC”

button

iv) Click on

the Quit

button. .

Able to exit

the game

application.

Able to exit

the game

application.

Pass
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button.

IV) Click

on the

Quit

button.

TS06 Player
moveme
nt

TC06

- 01

Check the

response

on the

jumping

Pressing

the space

button

Player

enter and

play the

game

Players

will enter a

tutorial or

other game

level.

i) Launch

the

application

ii) Play the

game

iii) Press the

Space, left

and right

button to

move the

character

Player

character is

able to jump

on the

platform.

Player

character

jumps on

the

platform.

Fail Add the

Tilemap

collider to the

platform after

the player

character can

jump on the

platform.

TC06

- 02

Check the

response

on the

jumping

Pressing

the space

button

Player

character is

able to jump

on the

platform.

Player

character is

able to jump

on the

platform.

Pass

TC06 Check the Pressing Player Player Fail Add the
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-03 response

on running

the “W”,

“S”, “A”,

and “D”

button

character able

to move and

climb on the

platform

character

moves left

and right on

the

platform, up

and down to

climb the

ladder.

Tilemap

collider to the

platform after

the player

character can

move on it. .

TC06

-04

Check the

response

on running

Pressing

the “W”,

“S”, “A”,

and “D”

button

Player

character able

to move and

climb on the

platform

Player

character

able to

move and

climb on the

platform

Pass

TC06

-05

Check the

animation

on idle of

player

character

Start the

game

The player

character

plays idle

animation

when

standing.

Player

character

plays the

idle

animation

when

Pass
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standing.

TC06

-06

Check the

animation

on

jumping

Pressing

the space

button

The character

will play the

animation

when jumping

Player do

not play the

falling

animation

after

jumping

Fail i) Find the

problem

ii) solve the

problem after

watching some

video

iii)exchange

the animation

with falling

TC06

-07

Check the

animation

on

jumping

Pressing

the space

button

The character

will play the

animation

when jumping

Player do

not play the

falling

animation

after

jumping

Pass

TC06

-08

Check the

animation

on

Pressing

the space

button

The character

will play the

animation

Play the

jumping

animation

Pass
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jumping when jumping when

jumping

TC06

-09

Check the

animation

on running

Pressing

the left

or right

button

The character

will play the

animation

when running

Play the

running

animation

when

pressing the

left and

right button.

Pass

TS07 Rewards

&

Punishm

ent

TC07

-01

Check the

response

on

collecting

coin(collec

t score)

Collectin

g coins

Players

enter

tutorials

or other

levels and

collide

with the

coins,

computers

and

obstacles.

Number of

the coins

collected

increased.

i) Launch

the

application

ii) Play the

game

iii) Press the

Space, left

and right

button to

move the

character

Add 10 coins

collected and

show it on the

coin counter.

The coin

counter does

not show the

number of

coins

collected.

Fail i) Add

CoinText.text

= " " + COIN ;

into the script

“itemCollect”.

TC07

-02

Check the

response

on

collecting

Collectin

g coins

The coin

counter does

not show the

correct

Fail Add COIN +=

10; in to the

script

“itemCollect”.
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iv) move the

character to

collide with

the

obstacles

coins and

computers.

coin(collec

t score)

number of

coins

collected.

TC07

-03

Check the

response

on

collecting

coin(collec

t score)

Collectin

g coins

The coin

counter

shows the

correct

number of

coins

collected.

Pass

TC07

-04

Check the

response

colliding

with the

obstacles(r

educing

life)

Collide

with the

obstacles

Player life

deduced

and shown

in the

health bar.

Reduce 20 life

in the health

bar.

Reduce 20

life in the

health bar.

Pass

TC07

-05

Check the

response

Collide

with any

Restart the

level

Restart level Restart level Pass
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when

colliding

with the

obstacles 5

times

obstacles

5 times

TC07

-06

Check the

response

when

colliding

with

computer

Collide

with

computer

The

question

panel pops

out.

Pop out the

question panel

after colliding

with the

computer.

Pop out the

question

panel after

colliding

with the

computer.

Pass

TC07

-07

Check the

response

when

answer

question

correctly

Answer

the

question

correctly.

.

The button

became

green and

increased

the coin's

number.

i) Launch

the

application

ii) Play the

game

iii) Press the

Space, left

and right

button to

The button

became green

and increased

the coin's

number.

The button

did not

become

green color

when

answer

correctly.

Fail Add

“GetCompone

nt<Image>().c

olor =

Color.green;”

into the

AnswerScript.
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move the

character

iv) move the

character to

collide with

the

computers.

V) answer

the question

correctly.

TC07

-08

Check the

response

when

answer

question

correctly

Answer

the

question

correctly.

.

The button

became

green and

increased

the coin's

number.

i) Launch

the

application

ii) Play the

game

iii) Press the

Space, left

and right

button to

move the

The button

became green

and increased

the coin's

number.

The button

became

green and

increased

the coin's

number.

Pass
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character

iv) move the

character to

collide with

the

computers.

V) answer

the question

correctly.

TC07

-09

Check the

response

when

answer

question

wrongly

Answer

the

question

wrongly.

The button

became

red and

deduced

the coin's

number.

i) Launch

the

application

ii) Play the

game

iii) Press the

Space, left

and right

button to

move the

character

The button

became red

and decreased

the coin's

number.

The button

did not

become red

when

answered

wrongly.

Fail Add

“GetCompone

nt<Image>().c

olor =

Color.red;”

into the

AnswerScript.
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iv) move the

character to

collide with

the

computers.

V) answer

the question

wrongly.

TC07

-10

Check the

response

when

answer

question

wrongly

Answer

the

question

wrongly.

The button

became

red and

deduced

the coin's

number.

i) Launch

the

application

ii) Play the

game

iii) Press the

Space, left

and right

button to

move the

character

iv) move the

The button

became red

and decreased

the coin's

number.

The button

became red

and

decreased

the coin's

number.

Pass
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character to

collide with

the

computers.

V) answer

the question

wrongly.

TS08 Moving

Platform

,

Obstacle

moveme

nt

TC08

-01

Check the

animation

and the

movement

of the

moving

platform

Start the

game

Player

enter the

game and

play the

game

The

animation

and

movement

of the

moving

platform

are moved

to the

correct

position.

i) Launch

the game

ii) Play the

game

Play the

animation and

move to the

place that is

set

Move to the

place that is

set but did

not play the

animation

Fail i) Find the

problem.

ii) Solve the

problem by

editing the

animation of

the moving

platform

TC08

-02

Check the

animation

and the

movement

of the

Start the

game

Play the

animation and

move to the

place that is

set

Play the

animation

and move to

the place

that is set

Pass
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moving

platform

TC08

-03

Check the

animation

and the

movement

of the

obstacles

Start the

game

Play the

animation and

move to the

place that is

set

Move to the

place that is

set and play

the

animation

correctly

Pass

TS09 Moveme

nt sound

and

backgro

und

music

TC09

-01

Check the

jump

sound

response

after

jumping

Press the

space

button

Players

enter the

main

menu and

get into

tutorial or

other

game

levels.

Play jump

sound

when the

player

presses the

space

button.

i) Launch

the

application

ii) Play the

game

iii) Press the

Space

button to

move the

character

iv) move the

Play the jump

sound after

pressing the

space button.

Played the

jump sound

after

pressing the

space

button.

Pass

TC09

-02

Check the

hurt sound

response

Collide

with the

obstacles

Play hurts

sound

when the

Play the hurt

sound after

colliding with

Played the

hurt sound

after

Pass
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character to

collide to

the

obstacles

and food

after losing

life

player

collides

with the

obstacles.

the obstacles colliding

with the

obstacles

TC09

-03

Check the

dead sound

response

after

hunger bar

become 0

Collide

with the

obstacles

until the

hunger

bar

becomes

0

Play dead

sound

when the

health bar

of the

player

character

becomes 0.

Play the dead

sound after

colliding with

the obstacles

and the

hunger bar

becomes 0.

Played the

dead sound

but the dead

animation

was

extended

and the level

did not

restart.

Fail i) Find the

problem

ii) Solve the

problem by

adding

“deathSoundEf

fect.Play();” to

the PlayerLife

script.

TC09

-04

Check the

dead sound

response

after

hunger bar

become 0

Collide

with the

obstacles

until the

hunger

bar

becomes

Play dead

sound

when the

health bar

of the

player

character

Play the dead

sound after

colliding with

the obstacles

and the

hunger bar

becomes 0.

Play the

dead sound

after

colliding

with the

obstacles

and the

Pass
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0 becomes 0. hunger bar

becomes 0.

TC04

-06

Check the

backgroun

d music of

each level
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Appendix 31: User Acceptance Test
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Appendix 33: Page in Itchi.io and QR code to download
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